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Please state your name and business address.Q.1

My name is William F. Rothman, RSR Appraisers and Analysts, 3 Lemoyne Drive,2 A.

Lemoyne, Pennsylvania 17043.3

4

By whom are you employed and in what capacity?5 Q,

I am employed at Rothman, Schubert and Reed (“RSR”) Realtors, LLC. I am the founder6 A.

7 of the Company.

8

What are your responsibilities in that position?Q.9

I oversee the day to day operation of the company with partners. I am a developer of real10 A.

estate, and I list and sell property. I am also a Pennsylvania Certified General Appraiser.11

12

Please summarize your background and experience.Q.

I have been active in various activities in the real estate business since 1962. 1 have a14 A.

degree in real estate from the Pennsylvania State University. I have been the developer15

of residential, commercial and industrial properties. I have appraised all kinds of16

residential, commercial and industrial properties. I was the past president of the Capital17

Region Economic Development Corporation (“CREDC”), past president of the Greater18

Harrisburg Area Realtors; and the past president of the West Shore Chamber of19

20 Commerce.

21

Please describe the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony.Q.22
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The purpose of my testimony is to address the question of whether the proposed 230 kV] A.

transmission line (1EC East and West) in York and Franklin counties will result in2

3 lowering of property values on and adjacent to the proposed transmission line.

4

5 Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your Rebuttal Testimony?Q.

6 Yes, I am sponsoring TPA Exhibit No. WFR-IR which is a true and correct copy of theA.

7 study I prepared, and which I will describe in my testimony.

8

9 Q. Please explain your assignment in this proceeding.

1 was retained on behalf of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC (“Transource PA”) to review10 A.

property values in York and Franklin Counties of parcels that have existing transmission11

12 lines on or very close to them and compare those properties with those not having

transmission lines on or very close to them. From this review, I can provide a general

assessment of impact of transmission lines on property values. 1 would then assess, to the14

extent reasonably possible, the future impact on property values from the proposed15

16 project. My testimony is being provided to rebut claims made by the public that the

proposed transmission' lines will negatively impact property values and property taxes17

18 (see e.g., Tr. at pp. 668, 670, 678, 700-01, 1101, 1023-1024, 1058).

19

20 Q. Please describe how your study was performed.

Initially, 1 traveled to each County and with the help of a land agent, followed the21 A.

proposed transmission line route to view the properties that the line would cross to get a 22

general sense of the type and nature of the properties that would be affected. I then23

2
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gathered transaction records of sales of similar properties in each County. Most of the

affected properties were farm land, so I focused most of my research on farms. This2

3 information was obtained from public records found on the County GIS mapping portals,

4 the multiple listing service (MLS), a Google Earth kmz file provided by Transource PA,

the National Association of Realtors website and our in-house files. For each sale, I5

6 gathered the following information, to the extent that it was available:

Location (address, parcel JD, Township)7

8 Parcel Size (number of acres)

9 Property Type or Use

A description of improvements, if any (house size, age/condition, bams,10

11 outbuildings etc.)

12 Sales Date

Sales Price

The existence of (or not) of a high voltage transmission line on or in close14

15 proximity to the property.

16

17 What arc your conclusions from the study that you have explained?Q.
After analyzing the sales transaction data for farms in Franklin and York Counties it is18 A.

19 my opinion that the existence of the high-voltage transmission line (“HVTL”) corridor

had no discernible effect on property values of farm land in either county. Stated another20

way, I saw no significant difference in the range or average of the sales prices between21

those properties located on a HVTL corridor and those that were not. I would not expect22

to see a decline in property values on farms if the proposed project would be built.23

3
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1 Did you also look at residential properties? If so, what were your conclusions?Q.

Yes. I also analyzed residential sales in both Counties where I located HVTL corridors 2 A.

3 passing through residential subdivisions. 1 compared the sales prices/SF of living area for 

those properties where an HVTL corridor crossed or abuts the property to those sales 4

where the HVTL corridor did not cross or abut the property.5

6 It is my conclusion for both Counties that the existence of the HVTL corridor made no 

difference in the market value of the properties abutting the line. This was the case in the7

farm sales and also the residential sales analysis.8

9

10 In your opinion will the proposed project trigger a tax re-assessment and lower theQ.

11 amount of revenue available for schools and other municipal activities?

12 I believe that the concern of diminished tax revenue as a result of the project is extremelyA.

unlikely. The only way for a loss of property tax revenue to occur would be for the

property tax assessments to be lowered. While it would be theoretically possible for an14

15 individual property owner to file a tax appeal for a reduced assessment based on the

16 presence of a high voltage transmission line, I have not seen any instances where this has

17 occurred.

18

19 Q. What is the basis for your opinion?

There are already a significant number of properties in both Counties that have existing20 A.

right of way crossings for transmission lines, including approximately 50 % of the21

properties along the proposed route in Franklin County. I have not seen instances where22

those existing encroachments trigger a reduction in property assessments. Franklin23

4
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County has not done a county-wide reassessment since 1961. The result is that property

tax assessments are already very low and for a property owner to prove that it should be2

lowered further would be difficult. In fact, the assessments are so low that the Clean and3

Green program often used to lower property taxes on agricultural property is not in effect4

in Franklin County. I also contacted individuals in the Tax Assessment Offices in5

Franklin County and York County to inquire about their experience on the effect of6

transmission lines on property tax assessments. The person I spoke to in Franklin County7

could not recall an instance where a transmission line was responsible for lowering an8

assessment. A staff person in the York County Tax Assessment Office told me that a tax9

assessment could be lowered if there was “a negative influence factor”. However, in10

York County the vast majority of the agricultural properties are enrolled in the Clean and11

Green program. Clean and Green is a preferential tax assessment program that bases12

property taxes on use values rather than fair market values. This ordinarily results in a

significant tax savings for landowners. Again, the already low assessment would make it14

difficult for property owners to obtain a reduction in their assessments for a negative15

16 influence factor such as a power line.

17

What is your conclusion regarding the potential loss of tax revenue?18 Q.

For the reasons stated above, it is my opinion that the proposed HVTL corridor will not19 A.

20 result in a loss of tax revenue.

21

22 Does that conclude your Rebuttal Testimony?Q-

23 Yes, at this time.A.
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TPA Exhibit No. WFR-1R

Introduction:

This report was commissioned by Transource Pennsylvania, LLC (“Transource PA”), in 

connection with the Independence Energy Connection (IEC) project, a new overhead electric 

transmission project to increase consumer access to more affordable power in the region.

PJM Interconnection LLC (“PJM”), the regional transmission organization responsible for 

managing the high-voltage electricity grid for 13 states, including Maryland and Pennsylvania, 

identified concerns with the delivery of electricity into the region and sought solution proposals 

from competitive transmission companies. In the bidding process, PJM selected Transource PA’s 

solution to address the market-efficiency issues and awarded construction of the project to the 

company in August 2016.

The electric transmission project will be built in two segments, East and West, totaling 

approximately 45 miles of transmission line in Pennsylvania and Maryland. The project also 

includes construction of two new substations in Pennsylvania and upgrades to two existing 

substations in Maryland.

Transource PA hosted two rounds of open house meetings during summer 2017 and presented 

hundreds of miles of route options for public input. Members of the public provided input 

regarding the options and Transource PA worked to balance input with a variety of factors such 

as existing land use, sensitive species and habitats, soils and topography, historic and cultural 

resources, and the opportunity to parallel existing infrastructure.

The proposed routes were announced in October 2017 and are part of applications to construct 

the project filed with the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission (“PA PUC”) and Maryland

Public Service Commission in December 2017.
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TPA Exhibil No. WFR-1R

The PA PUC held hearings in various locations to enable the public to comment on the record.

Many concerns were raised that relate to the proposed transmission lines on the affected property.

Among those concerns were the potential lowering of property values, loss of tax revenue, the 

loss of visual appeal and the ability of the property owners to develop or re-sell the properly.

The purpose of this report is to summarize the results of the study to investigate and address the 

concerns that relate to real estate values.

Methodology:

First, 1 and my assistant, Mr. Daniel Lispi, a PA Licensed Appraiser Trainee (the “Appraisers”) 

traveled to each county and followed the proposed transmission line route as the road network 

allowed to view the properties that the line would affect. This allowed us to obtain a general 

sense of the type and nature of the properties that would be affected. Most of the affected 

properties were farm land, and a few residential properties.

The appraisers followed the locations of existing high voltage transmission lines in each county 

and gathered transaction records of recent sales of properties that were affected by the existing 

transmission line right of way (ROW). The appraisers also collected transaction data from 

nearby properties that were far enough from the ROW to not be affected. This information was 

obtained from public records found on the county G1S mapping portals, a Google Earth kmz file 

provided by Transource PA, the multiple listing service (MLS), the National Association of

Realtors website and our in-house files. The appraisers searched for farm and residential sales 

that sold within the past three years, though some of the sales in our study were slightly older 

than three years. The selection of the properties gave preference to properties of similar size and 

use.

2
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TP A Exhibit No. WFR-1R

Specific transaction data and information was logged for each sale, to the extent it was available.

At a minimum we collected the following data: the address, property owner, township, parcel ID, 

number of acres, sales price, sales date, and a description of improvements on the property. Most 

important, the sales were grouped into two categories, those with a high voltage transmission line 

(HVTL) corridor on the property and those with no HVTL corridor.

When comparing properties, the appraiser must select an appropriate unit of comparison, i.e. the 

components into which a property may be divided for purposes of comparison. In the analysis of 

the farmland in each county, the price per acre is the appropriate unit of comparison. The price per 

acre was calculated for each farm sale in our study. When comparing residential sales, the 

appraisers searched for sales within a specific neighborhood of similar properties where there was 

an existing HTVL corridor. For residential properties, we selected the sale price per square foot of 

the living space for comparative purposes. The appraisers searched for recent sales of residential 

properties that abut the existing HVTL corridor and sales of properties not abutting the HVTL 

corridor. For each group (power, line and.no power line), the range (low.to high), average.

price/unit and median price/unit was calculated for the purpose of comparison.

3
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TPA Exhibit No. WFR-1R

Results and Discussion

PARCEL ID $/ACREADDRESS COUNTY TOWNSHIP ACRES PRICE SALE DATE TYPEOWNER

$1,100,000 $7,85828000BN0023 139.98 2/28/2017167 W Walnut Grove Rd Hash, J York Fawn Farm

$1,100,000 8/10/2018 $8,336Miller, D E Hopewell 25000DL00769594 Pleasant Valley RD York 131.95 Farm

25000DM0001 $730,000 6/29/2018 $8,87115741 Gun Club Road Burchett, R York E Hopewell 82.29 Farm

$600,000 4/27/2018 K524Beller, John York Codorus 63.00 Farm

4203 Meyers Road York Codorus 22000BH0002B 110.60 $975,000 4/5/2017 $8,816Rlzvi, Syed Farm

$570,000 6/29/2018 $12,193 Farm/MixedYork Springfield 47-000-FI-0078 46.75Slegrist, Derrick

$408,000 3/12/2015 $67722Fair School Road Codorus 22000CH0041' 60.70Rizvl, Syed York Farm

$1,750,000 $7,172Blue Ball Road Hash, J & Goss, 28000CM008E 10/3/2014York 244Fawn Farm

31000U0024 $530,000 1/4/2018986 Raborn Lane Double G Ranch York Hellam $M1363 Farm

4
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67-22-000-CG-

0113-C0

3784 Laurel Lane 

Glen Rock

York County Farm Sales,:
YORK FARMS -NO POWER UNE

$6,722 

$12,193

$8,656 

$8,413

UNADJUSTED PRICE/ACRE 

Low 

High 

Average 
Median

7393 Myers Lane 

York



TPA Exhibit No. WFR-1R

i

ACRES i PRICE S/ACREPARCEL ID TYPECOUNTY TOWNSHIP SALE DATE I

$435,000 $6,066 Poultry FarmChanceford 1/24/20142906 Oettinger Road J&L Groff Farms 21000GN0001 71.71York

$13,076 |Esh, Christian Chanceford 21000GN0006F FarmYork

$7,360$520,000 4/5/2017Windsor 53000HL0104 70.65 FarmYork

$8,333$682,500 5/11/201828000NH0050 81.9 FarmRexroth, LP York Conewago

$9,016$1,575,000, 5/11/201631000KK0002 174.69 Farmyork Hellam

Results of York County Farm Sales Analysis

The price/acre for farm sales h>Wi no power line in York County ranged from a low of $6,722 to 

12,193/acre. The average sales price was $8,656/acre and the median price was $8,4I3/acre. The 

price/acre for farm sales with an HVTL corridor in York County ranged from a low of $6,066 to $13,076 

per acre. The average price was $8,770 per acre and the median price was $8,333 per acre.

YORK COUNTY RESIDENTIAL SALES

The appraisers were able to locate an existing 230 kV transmission line corridor that passed through 

one residential subdivision in Dover and one in Conewago Townships in York County. These 

subdivisions contained both single family and two-unit (semi-detached or duplex) structures. The 

appraisers identified the recent sales where the property abuts the HVTL corridor and other sales 

which did not abut the corridor. The single-family sales and the duplex sales were grouped 

individually due to the expected difference in sale price. The results are shown below.

5
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; YORK FARMS -WITH POWER LINE

ADDRESS I OWNER

$6,066

$13,076

$8,770

$8,333

i

1250 Snyder Corner Rd | Rexroth, Charles

UNADJUSTED PRICE/ACRE

Low

High 

Average

Median I

1
i_________________________ L

i_______________ I
j 570 Bower Bridge Road |

T
i

300 Gartner Lane I Kauffman, Nathan

I
j , . _ __

: 12172 Gum Tree Road
10314 isi.BSO.OOO110/23/2013



TPA Exhibit No. WFR-1R

DUPLEX SALES

ADDRESS ACRES SQUARE FTTOWNSHIP PARCEL ID

$160,000 1/20/20163tS6 Klng» Lane OILS $77.07Dover

' Johnson, Roy & $165,000 7/3/20173830 King lane 0.111 2,228 $74.06Dover

McGarry, Benjamin-] $183,900 12/18/20153812 Kings Lane York 0.101Dover

.ZT
3838 Kings Lane S/3/2017 $66.22iChronister, Tyler 2,244Dover

3800 Kings Lane 2,006 $82.25Dover

J
9/28/20183815 Kings lane 2,228

!  
SALE DATE I $/$FADDRESS OWNER PARCEL ID TYPE

1/23/20172624 Brownstone Or

Hi
2622 Brownstone Or

!...'. ...S3.3-M9..... J.... 1.L
2527 Yilbge Road Moore. Erik York Dover

•"i $33440

I

Z1 -----...

SINGLE FAMILY

1
ASSESSED VALUE 'ROW DISTANCE$/SFADDRESS OWNER SALE DAU . SF TYPE

2520 Village Road Bates, Gregory York 12/1/2015 2,616 2006Dover

2621 Brownstone CourtBcwlIng, Melanie 5/27/2016 1.406 $84.28 ! 230 kv line-300 feetYork Dover 2012

J I 

4BR/3BASF2539 Brownstone CourtFloyd, Ryan 0.402 11/23/2015 2007 230kv line>500feelYork Dover 24000350040 -I

■J3721 Stone House Lana' Wade, Bryan K J230 frv fines500 feetI York $239,900 6/30/2017Dover 0.155

$295,9002541 Tower Drive 0.406 -J/VTOIS 3,991 $74.14 48R/3BASF 2005Johnson, Nikolas Dover

I 

[_.

6
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] York 

i

I York

I

7

1

i.

  
i_

 7
7

 24000350133

0y 8 t* York

_______j__________

I
£__
!

I

I

-----------------1.
Dover (

| York
j______

J__
I___

—r

...T

I _

T...

I 2400350134 i0/115 ;$148,600 

*■ i

I

I

J
I

...1.

LOW 

HIGH 

AVERAGE 

MEDIAN

■-H

1
i

L„

 
2,6?2_, $89.12 ( 488/3 BASF j 2006

LOW 

HIGH 

AVERAGE 

MEDIAN

$18$,090 

$35370 

$94,950 

$33440 

$228,040 

$38,700 

$190,130 

$34420 

$279,340 

$26,930

J_____________
7 24000350121

PRICE/SQUARE FOOT, UNADJUSTED 

$7182 ___
$89.12 ~

$8040

$82.15

_________________________________________________
$/$F T BR/BA, Type I Year Built ASSESSED VALUE 'ROW DISTANCE !

:230kvllne-300feet '
!2-L—’J

Single family sales not abutting row

IcOUNTY

"“l
Year Built

|~24lX)<jj50'l't2~j 0-'097~?$166,000

_____j.______

Q1B9 1 $214400

(DUPLEX sales abutting row 
... I.„

______ _____________________ i
38R/3BA, tuples J 2007 I 

$74.$1 730R/38A Dupltt 1 2006 (

lElysee, Victor

^MWer, Andrew Yprfc
____________________ J________________ ~~|

PRICE/SQUARE FOOT, UNADJUSTED _____ ’

J_____$66.22

1 $8848

$77.12

$75.79

[DUPLEX SALES WT^BUTTllNG ROW 

I______________ i____________

(owner ‘ (county
I I._______

[walace, Dorothy j York

PRICE/SQUARE FOOT, UNADJUSTED 
________LOW 1 $81-41 )

HIGH ( $119.62 _

AVERAGE I $10180
......  ~ MEDiAN *... |.........$104.67........

3,272 ; $7182 ~ "

$8245 | 4BR/3BASF

3Ba/3BA$F

ACRES1 PRICE

____ ,_____ I
24000350240 0.092 ,$171300 

r

I COUNTY ITOWNSHIP 

_____ J_________ I

Williams, Duryea | York Dover
77______ j '.r_____ Z7

[ 24000350018 

j______________

|24000JG0044E

~i~~

$33490

$153,070

$34,200

$137,000

WlnnerllnfcNIkole i York I Dover

I 24000350131
7_____________

I 24000350125

I Year Built I ASSESSED VALUE^OMMENTS

___________ i ____________ |

TOWNSHIP I,. PARCEL ID ACRES | PRICE

I 24000350023’

714000350136

7

24000350332 0-092 ]$ 169^00110/1 SZiOle l 2,087 ' $8141 3BA/3BA. Oupieai 2006 i 2391daMt>abuB ROW < 100 feet to Tower

PRICE I SALE DATE

3BA/3BA Duple* I 2007

TbR 36A PupieTI 2006

”,076 . $8458 ’738A/38ADupie>t'’l 2007’

' ' "I____________ T___
38R/3BA Duple* I 2007

 
$129,150 

$34400

$150,280 

---------------................ ......,
7 i230kvline-300feet j

J_________ i______z

1230 kv line >$00 feet 
I ' I 

|230kvline -300 feet !

L..7_ j_____U
1230 kv One .450 Feet

 
i.. I i . i _____ i . .1 i

$F i $/SF I TYPE (Year Built I ASSESSED VALUECOMMENTS 

_______ I " |_______________ I I | | I 

1432__ F $119.62 138R/2BA, Duple* | 2015 I 23849,10(6 abuts ROW -100 feet to ROW
______________________________  I___________l_____________ I_________ I, $33,920~ [ ' H T

24000350241 0.092 i $175,000' S/apflOlFT 1.672 I $104.67 38R/38A. Duple* I 2011 I ISmjOft abuts ROW-100 feet to ROW

________iz_______ ' i r~" > ............. ' ,_

r $34,960 ]_ 

i $14i»0

I $33,920

i230kv Line-300 feel

J________ J_________

I___ I________
i-.............. ~7~______ |

l ' i in

0.092 |$11B4QO

$235,000

230 kv line neBOWet 1

i '_____ I i

i230kvllne>$00 feet i



TPA Exhibit No. WFR-1R

RESIDENTIAL SALES YORK COUNTY •with ROW

$/SFADDRESS COUNTY TOWNSHIP PARCEL ID ACRES PRICE SALE DATE SF YeirBuIh ASSESSED VALUE ROW DISTANCEOWNER TYPE

J

230 Irv line abuttROW <100 ft 10 ROWConewago 230000SG369 0.2S 5232,450 B/26/201S 2,100 $110.6926S An<irr* Drive __ Garman, larad 1 York 3 BR/3BA, SF 2015

Andreanl, Evo I York Conewago 230000S037 0.25 $239,900 7/28/2016 2,179 $110.10275 Andrew Drive 3BR/3ELA. SF 230 kv line abuts ROW<200 from lower2016

230 kv Line abuts ROW - <150 from TowerConawago 23000050372 0.2$ $269,000 4/5/2017 2J06 $121.9428S Andrew Drive 4BR/3ELA.SFSpicer, Eric& York 2017

25$ Andrew Drive Conewago 23000050368 0.25 $240,000 S/19/2015 3^69 $78-20 48R/4BA, SFBream, Melissa I York 2015 230 kv Line abuts ROW -<400 from Tower

Conewago 23000050364 0.25 $254,900 9/13/2017 2,920 $87.29 48V38A,SF215 Andrew Drive lee, David 230 hr line abuu ROW <700 ft from Tower2014

230kv Line abuts ROW < 750 ft from TowerConewago 23000050363 0.297 $242,500 1/13/2015 2306 $96.77 48R/3BA.SF10 Joshua Drive Bol lim pall I, Trinadh York 2014

24000350035 0.307 $287,000 5/2/2018 23.92. $95.92 4BR/46A, SF2546 Brownstone Rd LeVan,Q York Dover 2007

•i+

Results of York County Residential Sales Analysis

DUPLEX SALES

The sales price for duplex residential properties not abutting a power line in York County ranged

from a low of $66.22/SF to S88.58/SF. The average sales price/SF was $77.12, and the median was

$75.79/SF.

HIGH
AVERAGE
MEDIAN

7
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PfUa/SQUARE FOOT, UNADJUSTED 

$78.20

$121.94

$100.13 

$96.77

LOW 

HIGH 

AVERAGE 

MEDIAN

I York

-

$168,950

$30,260 

$162,550 

$30^60 

$170320 

$30,260 

$202,630 

$30,260 

$195,410 

$30,260 

$177,740 

$30,880

$176,290  230 kv Line abuts ROW <100 feet to_ROW 

$35,640

PRICE/SQUARE FOOT, UNADJUSTED

LOW $66.22
$88?58
$77712

$75.79

i

^J^'GLE FAMJbY SALKS ABinTING ROW



TPA Exhibit No. WFR-1R

The sales price for duplex residential properties abutting a power line in York County ranged 

from a low of $81.41/SF to $119.62/SF. The average sales price/SF was $101.90, and the 

median was $104.67/SF.

SINGLE FAMILY SALES

The sales price for single-family residential properties not abutting a power line in York County 

ranged from a low of $71.82/SF to $89.12/SF. The average sales price/SF was $80.30, and the 

median was $82.15/SF.

The sales price for single-family residential properties abutting a power line in York County 

ranged from a low of $78.20/SF to $121.94/SF. The average sales price/SF was $100.13, and the 

median was $96.77/SF.

8
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LOW 
HIGH 
AVERAGE
MEDIAN

PRICE/SQUAREFOOT.'UNApJUSTEb

$78.20
$121.94
$100.13

$96.77

price/squarefoot.~unadjusted

LOW $71.82
HIGH $89.12
AVERAGE $80.30
MEDIAN $82.15

PRICE/SQUARE FOOirUNADJUSTEb 

LOW $81.41
HIGH $119.62
AVERAGE $101.90
MEDIAN $104.67
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FRANKEfN COUNTY FARM SALES

T

i

T County iTownship 'Parcel JD UOwner Acres

99.01Rudolph, I Franklin 19-0LQ7.-047AQuincy Farm

Martin, Roy & R Franklin Quincy

100.41DC Fanns, LLC Franklin Quincy

118,55Franklin Gullford 1O-OD16.-O42 Farm i

11Q-CID3O-OO1A 93.21Gvilfard

204.8

r
Farm

Franklin Farm

Lurgan jl3-0G17.-102

Franklin

1/2/2018 $11,450 has existing 138kv~[' FarmFranklin Lurgan^

Mgtal_____ Farm

Franklin Lurgan

.J

The price/acre for farm sales with an HVTL corridor in Franklin County ranged from a low of

$5,268 to 13,445/acre. The average sales price was $8,998/acre and the median price was

$9,209/acre.
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I
7
7

7

I

I

i

$13,44S_ 

$8,998^ 

$9,2O9

Washington 23-OQ17.-O35C

Letterkenny 12-0FO9.-OQ9

TZ

i'

_!____

i

FARMS HAVING EXISTING HIGH VOTAGE TRANSMISSION LINES 
j~T^ T

109.7

i

l5730_0rphanago Road

!

I

i~S079 Vohc Road

i_____

[0 Prices Church Road i 315 Properties LLC Franklin

13-OG20.-O49 | 13,83____ $91,25q~[ 4/30/2017 $6,598 j has exlsting'i38kv~i woode'd

---------------------------- i----------------- ;--------------------F_______ ___________ ,_______________________

15-0H05 -Q29A i 113,89 $600.000 12/21/2017 $5,268 i 500 kv line bisects113198 Creek Road 

■0 Penny Lane  I Leonard, Jason 8i

I_______________'I'

UNADJUSTED PRICE/ACRE w POWER LINE

Washington 23-0QQ6.-037A
z i .........................

‘Address 

r 

'5401 Manheim Road J
I__________________ ]

I Wayne Road Farm I

1199 Mont Alto Road | Lesher, Byron 8i E 

J_____ _ ____________

I Brechbill, Byron | Franklin

1OW 
'high 
'average 

MEDIAN

119-0L17.-013

J________
119^111-OSl

jlll32Tanyard Hill Rd ! Gayman,JCevln 

'____________ L_____ _

~T Varner, Thomas &' Franklin

i z

13-0G20.-Q14 131X101 Sl'sOO.OOO

40,il ] $958,500 I l'o/2272617'$lb,7M has cxistlng l38kv I Fanri_”

48,65 T'_______Z^ li______ I....................... ....................... " Z~................

■ -______ ________ _ ____ » I

iWayne Highway & Iron I Miller, Myron I Franklin 

iBridges Road f_______________

0 Cumberland Hwy [_ Moses, A & a Re 

 
'OCumberland Hwy____ L Watson, MarkJ Franklin

'pCumberland Hwy I Watson, MarkJ

f

 d 

 

■h—
i

>____________________________________________________________
Sale Price 'Sale Date Price/Acre Powerline, 'fe$/No i Type ! 

____ i | I_______________________ !_ 

$637,000 j 12/31/2017 $6,434 i has existing 138 kv I

____________ ! I proposed line to cross
$615,000 I ~ 9/1/2015 $5,606 7 has existing 138 kv i~

J____________ J  I ! proposed line to cross

$1,350,0001 9/23/2014 $13,445 I has existing 138 kv I Farm 
| proposed line to parallel

$1,430/210 2/20/2014 $12,064 I has existing 13.8 kv j ’

______________________ |  I crosses close to bldgs_________  

$900,000 1 6/27/2018 $9,656 I has existing 138 kv '| Farm 

_____________ I____________ l I p_roposed line to cross 
$l,232,500| 6/25/2017, $6,018 | has existing 138 kv I Farm 

j | proposed line to parallel
47.13 i $413,000 j 3/28/2015 $8,763'I has existing 138 kv 7 

I  i | I proposed line to cross

Letterkenny'12-0F05.-015 I 15.16 I $180,000 I 5/28/2015 $11,873 I has existing 138 kv i 

_T ' _ “1' * T F i’ ~7
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FARMS HAVNGNO EXISTING HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSMISSION LINES

$1,200,000 3/26/2018 $4,654257.85 No power line9454 Newburg Road_ S&J Farms, LLC Franklin 13-0610.-008 FarmLurgan

$1,250,000 7/23/2017 $8,561Orrstown & Motigul Hill Derwood, L Wendy Franklin Scuthhamp 21-0N05.-037 146.01 No power line Farm

.$437,500 X29/2014  $7,85655.69 no power line0 Midvale Road Franklin Washington 23-0008.-046 FarmHa_wbaker, Aaron

18-0X20.-025A 146.63 FarmPeters

51.94 $493,478 11/21/2013 $9,501Franklin 19-0L12.-OO1 FarmHess, Myron Quincy

$406,237 12/29/2014 $12,50332.49 FarmFranklin 19-0L12.-104Quincy

$580,000 9/5/2016 $10,01001-0A23.-015 57.94 no power line FarmHoret, Lamar Antrim

$1,100,000 1/28/2016 $9,735Franklin Quincy 19-OL06.-012 113.00 FarmRudolph, Kevin

$574,000 8/13/2018 $4,042Franklin .Montgomer 17-0J07.-021 142.00 FarmCraytor, Dan

$800,000 6/5/2014 $13,50259.25GuDFord Station Rd Benedict, I & R Gullford 10-0014.-042

$800,000 6/15/2014 $9,8433307 College Road Franklin 10-0D15.-009 81.28 FarmBenedict, I & R Gullford

$900,000 2/11/2016 $7,538549 Spring Valley Road Smith Properties Franklin 10-0D09.-018 119.39Gullford

$650,000 4/26/2016 $6,546Franklin Washington 23-OQ11.-O01 99.3 Farm5295 Poiktown Road Martin, Jack E

8/24/2015 $9,561$850,00010119 Five Forks Road 19-0116.-008 88.9 Farm

The price/acre for farm sales with no HVTL corridor in Franklin County ranged from a low of 

$4,042 to $13,502/acre. The average sales price was $8,617/acre and the median price was 

$9,031/acre.

FRANKLIN COUNTY RESIDENTIAL SALES

The appraisers were able to locate an existing 138 kv transmission line corridor that 

passed through one residential subdivision in Letterkenny township in Franklin County.

This subdivision contained only single-family residences. The appraisers identified the 

recent sales where the property abuts the HVTL corridor and other sales which did not 

abut the corridor. The results are shown below.

10
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0 Buchanan Trail Rd 

Wanesboro

90 acres tillable 

house needs work

OFort Loudon Road 

Mercersburg

13137 Johnston Lane 

Mercersburg

no existing line 

proposed line to cross 

no powerline

no power line 

close to proposed

no power line 

close to proposed

next to Clay Hill Rd & 

across from 7440 Rock

no power fine 

dose to proposed

8194 Hellman Rd 

Waynesboro

Johnston's.Lane LP Franklin 

prior owner (out of

UNADJUSTED PRICE/ACRE W/OUT POWER UNE 
LOW $4,042

HIGH $13,502

AVERAGE $8,617

MEDIAN $9,031

$995,000 .9/9/2018 $6,786_ no power line 

not yet recorded

Cay Hill Road Egolf Fam Farm

across from 7440 Rock .

Franklin I

Hege, Jason &F Franklin Quincy

i

Franklin no power line Farm 

proposed line nearby 

no power line 

proposed line to cross

no power line Dairy Farm
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 I County'._i Sale Price,.Sale Date; BR/BAAddress_____ _____ Owner.,,

0.39 $99.72 unk Yes, Pole In yardi_ 10131 Cardinal Drive

0.39 $93.17 2002 Yes, 138 kv .

0.40 2005 Yes, 138 kv

unk 1997 Yes, 138kv

0.39 2003 Yes.lMlw

0.39 Yes, 138 kv

L10U2 Cardinal Drive ~&ton, Zachary I Sranklin ilenerkenny 12-OFO5.-12Q. $199,000 3/1/2017
i________________ I 'i; i_______ j:________ L________

 
SWGU fAMlimESlDENTM SMESWTHtMPOMRJJNt,

I------------

lanerkenny 112-OF05.-Q96 No >400 tee:0.48 199810152 Blue Jay Circle Schouvliler, Sharon Franklin

$163X100 10/30/2017, 0-63 2016 NO >1000 feet13408 Cumberland Hwy Bilger, lustin

No>400feet3BR/2.SBA 2002

Letterfcenny' 12-0FQ5.O72 388/364 2003Franklin No >1000 feet

NolOOOfeetFranklin

T

Results of Franklin County Residential Sales Analysis

The sales price per square foot for residential properties not abutting a power line corridor in

Letterkenny Township Franklin County ranged from a low of $86.15/SF to $113.10/SF. The

average sales price was $ 101.80/SF and the median was 102.46/SF.

The sales price per square foot for single-family residential properties crossing or abutting an

HVTL corridor in Letterkenny Township, Franklin County ranged from a low of $91.11 to

$126.64. The average price/SF was $98.95 and the median was $93.17.

Interview s with Govern ment Official sand Market Participants

Concerns have been raised that the proposed project will result in diminished tax revenue to fund

schools and other municipal obligations. Purportedly, the project would result in lowered market

values, which would then trigger an erosion of the tax base. The only way for a loss of property tax

11 
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AVERAGE 
MEDIAN.   

$1S2.000 7/2/2015 

I

10119Cardinal Drtve’ Flood, Melissa Aj Frankfinjlerterkenny

Leonard,Joteph* FranklinlLetterkenny 12-OFOS.-117] 
______________________ ’________________________ 1___________ I_____________I______ ____________  

!_ 10091 Cardinal Drive __ Marlin, Chad I Franklin^ letterkenny 12OFQ5.O81 ! $174,000112/22/2015

1. 10113 Cardinal Drive I Fleming. Ryan I Franklin 1 Letterkenny 12-OF05.-137J $165JOO 8/31/2017 
■ ~______________ I ' ' 2________ I___ 1 |"____________ :_________ !___________

10107 Cardinal Drive.

UNADJUSTED SALES PRJCE/SF WITH POWER UNE
'lOW $91.11

HIGH $126.64 
$9a9S

$93.17_______

Prosser, Chad | FrankJin lletterkenrry 12-0F05.-134 . $166,000 9/28/2018 

| i I I i

I

Year Built Powerline, Yes/No
I l

r5'

unk i 1?U)4 I

11007$ Cardinal Drive Herrington, Freder Franklin

—H
I

' $149300'1U17/201C' 050

$199,9W 7/70/7017, 0-4

~$~lSO.656‘~5/fl/2O18 —q48

i i............."

T i
—------------------ ---------------

 
--------------J----------------4—-

UNADJUSTED SALES PRICE/SF WMiOUT POWER UNE 
LOW $86.15

HIGH $113.10

AVERAGE $101.80

MEDIAN__________________________________ $102.46
I

:------------------_i_„

! AdJ. '!

i.________ ___________

I unk . | . 1,724 | ,$97.45 

0J9 T~~unk i~ 1374 *1 ~$i2654~ 

!_________ ' ~ I ~~

’T3BR/2.5BA l£O2j $91.84 
'i ______2______ L________

I 38R/3BA 1322 j__ $?1.,11_

I u... 
! I

I 3BR/78A| 1,771 

_____ I______ 
unk  I . 1,724

4--—
I3BR/2BA I 1,344 I $113.10 

4______; i i ~

.unk____ I 1,512 I $107,80 ;

110068 Blue Jay Circle Pittman, Oenise 

110237 Cardinal' Drive Hostetler, Michael

SINGLE FAMJlYJtESIDENTlAL SALES WITH POWER. UNE 

i_i_Towrahlpj _P»rteU0 ». ' 

„Goshen, Lewis J.FrankSnjLetterkenny;. U-0FtK.-091 $̂140,000.11/12/2015

Letterkenny 12-0F05.-Q33 

I_________
r".’

_____•

Franklin I letterkenny L2-OFQ5.-02S 
' I____________

Letterkenrryj 12-0F05.-132

• —......... 1 ' 7004
______________________ "I "____I________ t________________________

a48__ IJBRXJBA___ 2.1«_!_ $92.73 2000Y«>, 138 kv across street i

_______ I ___ _______________ i ___ l T_______________ !________ I 
__ J_______ 1!____ i-m________________■________ i 

j ______________ i_______________ i ______ i

PF

i
I
I
I

 

■4

l

___________ r~..........p- i

12-OFOS.-136 I $165,000, 5/10/2018 

SlsicOO^ 7/30/2014
I
j 10098 Cardinal Drive

I
-T

J 

1
•~1--------------- i ’

1.740 : $86.15

2.009 < $99-50 

48R718A~ I ~~1464n~ $'162.46~'1~ 1988 

 

 
~l i

j___________ i_________
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revenue to occur would be for the property tax assessments to be lowered. To address this question, 

individuals in the Tax Assessment Offices in Franklin County, York County and Cumberland

County were contacted to inquire about their experience on the effect of transmission lines on 

property tax assessments. The staff person contacted in Franklin County could not recall an instance 

where a transmission line was responsible for lowering an assessment. Franklin County has not 

done a county-wide reassessment since 1961. The result is that property tax assessments are already 

very low and for a property owner to prove that it should be lowered further would be difficult. In 

fact, the assessments are so low that the Clean and Green program, often used to lower property 

taxes on agricultural property, is not in effect in Franklin County. Note that there are already a 

significant number of properties in both counties that have existing right of way crossings for 

transmission lines, including approximately 50% of the properties along the proposed route in

Franklin County. I have not seen those existing encroachments trigger a reduction in property

assessments.

The York County Tax Assessment Office was also contacted. The staff assessor stated that a tax 

assessment could be lowered if there was “a negative influence factor”, such as a H VTL. However, 

in York County the vast majority of the agricultural properties are enrolled in the Clean and Green 

program. Clean and Green is a preferential tax assessment program that bases property taxes on 

use values rather than fair market values. This ordinarily results in a significant tax savings for 

landowners. Thus, the already low assessment would make it difficult for property owners to 

obtain a further reduction resulting from a negative influence factor such as a power line.

12
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Conclusion

The results of my analysis of farm sales in York and Franklin County exhibited no discernible 

difference in the range, average, or median sale prices between the two groups studied, both those 

with HVTL corridors and those without. I caution that the use of unadjusted average prices 

might overlook or mask a negative impact on an individual property; but the results clearly 

demonstrate that, in general, there is no significant difference in market values of farm properties 

that have a HVTL presence compared with those that do not.

1 also analyzed residential sales in both counties where we located HVTL corridors passing

I compared the sales prices/SF of living area for thosethrough residential subdivisions.

properties where an HVTL corridor crossed or abuts the property to those sales where the HVTL 

corridor did not cross or abut the property.

In York County the price/SF of duplex sales was higher on average for the properties where the

HVTL corridor crossed or abuts the property compared to those where it did not. It is likely that 

the difference in these data was due to the fact the some of the sales in the former group were of 

newer houses than those in the latter group.

In York County, the price/SF of single-family homes was also higher on average for the 

properties where the HVTL corridor crossed or abuts the property compared to those where it did 

not. Again, it is likely that the difference in the average was due to the fact the some of the sales 

in the former group were of newer houses than those in the latter group.

In Franklin County, the price/SF of single-family homes was very similar on average for the 

properties where the HVTL corridor crossed or abuts the property compared to those where it did 

not.

13
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It is my conclusion, for both Franklin and York counties, that the existence of the HVTL corridor 

made no difference in the market value of the properties abutting the line. This was the case in 

the farm sales analysis and the residential sales analysis.

I believe that the concern of diminished tax revenue as a result of the project is also unlikely.

While it would be theoretically possible for an individual property owner to file a tax appeal 

based on the presence of a high voltage transmission line, I have not seen any instances where 

this has occurred. None of the county assessors reported that assessments have been lowered due 

to the presence of a high voltage transmission line. As such, I would not expect to see this occur 

after the project is built.

14
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CERTIFICATION OF VALUE

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:

Signature:

15
l7817880vl

William F. Rothman 
Certified General Appraiser 
License # GA000303L 
Expiration: June 30, 2019

— The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.

— The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions 

and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased professional analyses, 

opinions, and conclusions.

— I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and no 

personal interest with respect to the parties involved.

— I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the property 

that is the subject of this report within the three-year period immediately preceding 

acceptance of this assignment.

— I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties 

involved with this assignment.

— My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting 

predetermined results.

— My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or 

reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value, that favors the cause of the client, the 

amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a 

subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.

— My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared, in 

conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

— I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
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CERTIFICATION OF VALUE

I certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief:

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.7.

8

16
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The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported 
assumptions and limiting conditions and is my personal, impartial, and unbiased 
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.

My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting 
predetermined results.

I have no (or the specified) present or prospective interest in the property that is the 
subject of this report and no (or the specified) personal interest with respect to the parties 

involved.

My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been 
prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.

I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the 
property that is the subject of this report within the three-year period immediately 
preceding the acceptance of this assignment.

Daniel R. Lispi 
Licensed Appraiser Trainee
License #: LAT000696 
Expires: June 30, 2019

My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development 
or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the 
client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the 
occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.

7^-
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ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS

No responsibility is assumed for the legal descriptions provided or for matters pertaining1.

marketable unless otherwise stated.

The property is appraised free and clear of any or all liens or encumbrances unless2.

otherwise stated.

Responsible ownership and competent property management are assumed.3.

The information furnished by others is believed to be reliable, but no warranty is given4.

for accuracy..

All engineering studies are assumed to be correct. The plot plans and illustrative5.

material in this report are included only to help the reader visualize the property.

No survey has been made by the appraiser and no responsibility is assumed in connection6.

with such matters.

It is assumed that there are no hidden or unapparent conditions of the property, subsoil,7.

or structures that render it more or less valuable. No responsibility is assumed for such

conditions or for obtaining the engineering studies that may be required to discover them.

It is assumed the property is in full compliance with all applicable federal, state, and8.

local environmental regulations and laws unless the lack of compliance is stated,

described, and considered in the appraisal report.

17
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to legal or title considerations. Title to the property is assumed to be good and
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It is assumed that the utilization of the land and improvements is within the boundaries or9.

The distribution of the total valuation in this report between land and improvements10.

applies only under the stated program utilization. The separate allocations for land and

buildings must not be used in conjunction with any other appraisal and are invalid if so

used.

Acceptance and/or use of this appraisal report constitutes acceptance of the foregoing11.

Assumptions and Limiting Conditions.

12.

18
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The appraiser of this property will not be required to give testimony or appear in court 

because of having made this appraisal, unless arrangements have been previously made.

property lines of the property described and that there is no encroachment or trespass 

unless noted within the report.
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Petition ofTransource Pennsylvania. LLC for a 
finding that a building to shelter control 
equipment at the Rice Substation in Franklin 
County,.Pennsylvania is reasonably necessary 
for the convenience or welfare of the public

Application ofTransource Pennsylvania, LLC 
for approval of the Siting and Construction of 
the 230 kV Transmission Lines Associated 
with the Independence Energy Connection - 
East and West Projects in portions of Franklin 

and York Counties, Pennsylvania

BEFORE THE
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Petition ofTransource Pennsylvania, LLC for a 
finding that a building to shelter control 
equipment at the Furnace Run Substation in 
York County, Pennsylvania is reasonably 
necessary for the convenience or welfare of the 
public

Application ofTransource Pennsylvania, LLC 
for approval to acquire a certain portion of the 
lands of various landowners in York and 
Franklin Counties, Pennsylvania for the siting 
and construction of the 230 kV Transmission 

Lines associated with the Independence Energy 
Connection - East and West Projects as 
necessary or proper for the service, 
accommodation, convenience or safety of the 
public
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Please state your name and business address.Q.

My name is William F. Rothman, RSR Appraisers and Analysts. 3 Lemoyne Drive,2 A.

Lemoyne, Pennsylvania 17043.3

4

By whom arc you employed and in what capacity?Q.5

I am employed al Rothman, Schubert and Reed (“RSR”) Realtors, LLC. I am the founder6 A.

of the Company.7

8

Have you previously submitted testimony in this proceeding?9 Q.

Yes, 1 submitted rebuttal testimony on November 27, 2018.10 A.

11

What is the purpose of your rejoinder testimony?12 Q.

I will respond to various assertions made by Citizens to Stop Transource York County13 A.

(“Citizens”) witness John Hash in his surrebuttal testimony.14

15

Mr. Hash claims that he paid less for the properties he acquired on Walnut Grove16 Q.

Road in Fawn Township and on Pleasant Valley Road in East Hopewell Township17

because of his prior relationship with the previous owners and because he did not18

use the services of a real estate broker. He implies that these circumstances would19

have lowered the average price of the farm sales not affected by the HVTL right of20

21 way. How do you respond?

22
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While it is not possible to state with certainly whether Mr. Hash did or did not receiveA.

2

the sellers, there is no indication that these sales were not arm’s length transactions. The3

Dictionary of Real Estate appraisal defines arm’s length transaction as a “transaction4

between unrelated parties who arc each acting in his or her own best interest.” Either5

party to a transaction, or both, may believe that they are getting a favorable deal, but in6

the instances cited by Mr. Hash there is nothing to indicate whether this actually7

occurred.8

As to the assertion that these properties were undervalued in our study compared to the9

other properties because Mr. Hash did not have to pay a commission to a real estate10

professional, it is quite common for farm properties to be sold as private transactions. Of11

the nine properties in York County not affected by the HVTL, six were transferred12

without a broker. In addition, someone still had to perform the services of professionals13

involved in the transaction, such as legal services. In conclusion, there is no reason to14

believe that the assertions made by Mr. Hash would affect the average sale price or the15

conclusions of our study.16

17

18 Q. Mr. Hash states on page 2 and 3 that his purchase of the property at 21517 Barrens

Road South in Stewartstown was at a significantly higher price/acrc (S9,185) than19

20 the average price per acre (S8,656) of the properties in our study. Do you agree?

No. Mr. Hash slates that he purchased a 134-acre property for $1,230,514 in June 2017.21 A.

22 This appears to be in error. I researched York County public records and the recorded

2

more favorable terms for the purchase of this property because of his relationship with



purchase price was $1,240,000 and the deeded acreage was 143.68 acres or $8,630 per

acre, which is actually less than the average price per acre in our study.2

3

In addition to the sale of 21517 Barrens Road discussed above, Mr. Hash providesQ.4

sales information for four additional properties that were not included in our 
&

5

analysis. Mr. Hash’s testimony questions why these sales were not included. What is6

your response?7

There are various possible reasons for the omission of these sales. During the study most8 A.

of the sales were located using the York County CIS mapping system which allows one9

to select a parcel anywhere in the County (determine whether a HVTL adjoins it or not)10

and review data about that parcel, including sales information. I located as many recentII

sales as practicable using this random method but did not search every parcel in York12

County. Also, I may have disregarded property sales if they were too old, too small or I13

may simply not have found them in the search.14

15

In some cases, such as the property at 3181 Holley Road, we would have disregarded16

because the sales price listed in the CIS data base is $1. This usually means the sale was17

a non-arm’s length transaction between related parties. After reviewing Mr. Hash’s18

comment, we confirmed through researching the deed that the actual sales price for the19

Holley Road property was $1,100,000, but that was not evident in our initial CIS search.20

21

Regarding his implication that the inclusion of the omitted sales would change the22

conclusion of our study, I added the five sales identified by Mr. Hash to our data base to23

3
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lest ibis hypolhcsis, nolwithstanding our reservation for some of the sales. After including

these sales in our data base, the average price per acre of the properties not affected by2

the HVTL ROW from $8,656/acres to $9,309 per acre. This increase would not affect3

my overall conclusion that there is no significant difference in the sale prices of the4

properties in our study.5

6

Mr. Hash asserts that the sale of the Esh property at 12172 Gum Tree Road shouldQ.7

be disregarded because the sale price was inflated due to the dairy market at the8

time of the sale. The elimination of this sale would lower the average price of the9

10

appropriate to disregard this sale?11

No. Without judgment of Mr. Hash’s knowledge of the dairy market’s effect on the sale, I12 A.

must point out that all of the sales in the study were reported as unadjusted S/acre. The13

price of any one of the individual property sales might be higher or lower depending on a14

wide variety of factors, including market conditions. You cannot make an adjustment for15

one property without making adjustments for all of the properties in the study. This16

17 process would be far beyond the scope of the study, and in my opinion would not change

the conclusions.18

19

20 Q. Does this conclude your rejoinder testimony at this time?

21 Yes.A.

4

properties in the study affected by an HVTL corridor. Do you agree it would be
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1 I. Witness Identification

2 Q. Please state your name and business address.

My name is David Ray Dominy. My business address is:3 A.

5 Riverway, Suite 2004

5 Houston, TX 77056

6

7 Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity?

I am the Managing Director of JLL Valuation and Advisory Services - Houston.8 A.

9

Who are you testifying on behalf of in this proceeding?10 Q.

I am testifying on behalf of Transource PA, LLC as to the potential impacts of high11 A.

voltage transmission lines (“HVTLs”) on properties located on and adjacent to the12

proposed Independence Energy Connection Project (“1EC Project”) in Southern13

14 Pennsylvania.

15

16 Background and QualificationsII.

Q- What are your duties and responsibilities in your current position?17

As Managing Director of JLL Valuation and Advisory Services - Houston, my18 A.

responsibilities include overseeing the overall company operations, business generation,19

property valuations, appraisal supervision and providing litigation consultation and20

support. JLL Valuation and Advisory Services - Houston has a staff of 40, with 621

holding the MAI designation from the Appraisal Institute.22

23
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What relevant professional certifications and licenses do you hold?1 Q.

1 hold the MAI designation from the Appraisal Institute, the CRE designation from the2 A.

Counselors of Real Estate and the FRICS designation from the Royal Institute of3

Chartered Surveyors. I am the Past President of the Houston Chapter of the Appraisal4

Institute and have served on various committees for the Appraisal Institute. I am a 5

6 qualified instructor for the Appraisal Institute. I am state certified to perform real estate 

appraisals in Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Georgia, Louisiana, Michigan,7

Mississippi, New Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas, and Virginia. 1 am also a licensed8

9 Real Estate Broker in Texas.

10

Q. Please summarize your background and experience.11

I received a Bachelor of Business Administration degree from Baylor University. I have12 A.

been involved in the real estate business for the past 28 years. My experience includes13

property valuation, real estate development, real estate consulting and real estate14

investment. I participated in the site selection, development, management and sale of15

thousands of units of multi-family properties in more than 14 markets across the United16

States. I have also been involved in the development, acquisition and management of17

other properties including office buildings, branch banks, mini storage facilities and18

billboards. I am actively engaged in appraising many types of properties that may be19

impacted by various encumbrances. These encumbrances include but are not limited to20

road expansions, railroad corridors, drainage facilities, landfills, pipeline casements, cell21

towers, navigation easements, utility easements and power transmission corridors.22

23

2
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Q. Do you have any professional experience in the evaluation of the impact of

2 transmission lines on property values?

I have performed studies of historical property values to determine the potential impacts 3 A.

of these encumbrances. Specifically, with respect to power transmission corridors I have 4

performed studies and valuations on residential, commercial, vacant land and agricultural 5

properties. These studies and valuations cover properties across the United States with 6

significant work in Texas and Pennsylvania and I am presently working on such studies7

8 and valuations in New Mexico and Arizona.

9

Q. Have you been involved as a real estate appraiser in the acquisition of any10

II transmission corridor rights-of-ways?

I have been involved in numerous transmission line project valuations for acquisition.12 A.

These projects have been in Pennsylvania, Texas, Arkansas, Mississippi, New Mexico13

and Arizona. Clients include CenterPoint Energy, Lonestar Transmission, Cleanline14

Energy, Brazos Electric Cooperative, Wind Energy Texas Transmission, Entergy and15

16 Southline Transmission.

17

Q.18 Have you testified before governmental agencies?

19 I have testified in county courts and state district courts in Texas, Louisiana andA.

Arkansas. 1 have qualified as an expert witness in Federal District Courts as well as20

Federal Bankruptcy Courts. I have also testified before the administrative judge for the21

Pennsylvania PUC as well as the Louisiana State Tax Commission.22

3
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in. Purpose of Testimony

2 Please describe the purpose of your Testimony.Q.

3 There are four purposes to my testimony:A.

• First, to summarize the conclusions in the published real estate appraisal literature4

in North America concerning the impacts of transmission lines on real estate5

prices and values including their impact on residential and agricultural land6

7 prices;

• second, to summarize our prior research into the effect of transmission line8

9 corridor easements on agricultural land prices;

10 • third, to summarize our prior research into the effect of transmission lines on

11 adjacent home prices; and

• fourth, to review and analyze the accuracy and applicability of the research and12

conclusions concerning transmission line impacts suggested in an article (the13

“Wyman and Mothorpe 2018 Study”) that was included in testimony presented at14

.■ithe public hearings in this matter.15

16

Arc you sponsoring any exhibits with your Rebuttal Testimony?17 Q.

Yes. 1 am sponsoring TPA Exhibit No. DRD-1R, which includes supporting data for the18 A.

case study analyses considered and critique of the Wyman and Mothorpe 2018 Study and 19

20 which I will describe in my testimony.

21

22 Please explain your assignment in this proceeding.Q-

4
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David Wyman and Chris Mothorpe, “The Pricing of Power Lines: A Geospatial Approach to Measuring 

Residential Property Values,” The Journal of Real Estate Research (Jan-Mar 2018): 121-153.



My assignment is to testify as to the potential impacts of HVTLs on properties on andJ A.

adjacent to the proposed Independence Energy Connection Project (“IEC Project”). The2

IEC Project consists of two 230kV transmission lines:3

• The 29-mile Rice-Ringgold Transmission Line (“lEC-West Project”)4

• The 16-mile Furnace Run-Conaslone Transmission Line (TEC-East Project”)5

In order to determine these potential impacts, I prepared an analysis consisting of ten case6

studies of property values along HVTLs. The properties analyzed are situated along7

HVTLs located in the states of Pennsylvania, Connecticut, Illinois and Wisconsin. These8

case studies were based on factual recorded sales transaction data. This allows for an9

analysis that is not based on subjective criteria, but rather is an independent reflection of10

the overall real estate marketplace. In order to most accurately reflect the potential impact11

of the two IEC Project transmission lines on property values along the 29-mile and 16-12

mile corridors, this analysis considers actual sales transactions of properties located13

along various HVTLs across the eastern and central United States.14

Professional Standards for Evaluating the Impact of Detrimental Conditions on15 IV.

16 Property Prices and Values

What are the standard methods for appraisers to analyze potential impact of17 Q.

transmission lines on prices and values of property?18

The third edition of Real Estate Damages published by the Appraisal Institute in 201619 A.

recognizes the long-standing conclusion of the appraisal profession that the mere20

presence of a detrimental condition, such as proximity of a powerline, does not21

automatically mean it has affected prices and values. The book also emphasizes the22

importance of using the proper appraisal tools and methods when evaluating the possible23

5
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effects of detrimental conditions. The methods for determining the effect of detrimental1

conditions on prices and values include the following:2

Paired sales analysis, including sale/resale analysis3

Analysis of impaired sales comparables, including analysis of market resistance4

5 Neighborhood studies, including trend line analysis

6 Proximity studies

Case study analysis7

Statistical studies, including simple and multiple regression analysis and time 8

9 series (trend line) analysis.

A paired sales analysis is more familiar to appraisers and easier to apply than regression10

modeling, particularly when the purpose of the assignment is to determine the effect a11

corridor has on parcels near the powerline corridor, or on the remainder of individual12

parcels from which only a portion of the land area is being taken. However, care should13

14 be taken to ensure properties are truly comparable, and that there is a sufficient amount of

data to account for all variables and demonstrate reliable trends in the market. In all my15

case studies a paired sales analysis was appropriate, and care was taken to ensure any16

difTerence measured in prices was attributable to the effect of the corridor creation, not17

18 other outside characteristics.

19

20 Review of the Literature on the Impact of Transmission Lines on Property ValuesV.

21 Q. What conclusions have you reached from your review of the published literature?

The published literature on the effects of High Voltage Transmission Lines HVTLs on22 A.

nearby residential and agricultural properties spans decades and dozens of different23

6
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articles. 1 have consulted both specific case studies analyzing geographic regions as well1

as large meta-analyses that discuss dozens of studies over time. For my testimony today, I2

have consulted the following literature that spans over five decades and focuses on both3

4 residential and agricultural property types:

• 11 published articles focusing on the effects of HVTLs on residential property5

through cases studies or comprehensive reviews of the literature.6

• Five articles focusing on the effects of HVTLs on agricultural and recreational7

8 property.

Through study of the above literature, 1 have found the following conclusions regarding9

price effects of HVTLs on nearby residential properties:10

• More than half of the published research literature has found little to no adverse11

impact on prices and values of the properties studied.12

• There was generally a 0 to 6% diminution for properties lying on or adjacent to13

the right-of-way when compared to similar properties further away (generally14

more than 200-500 ft.). However, two studies consulted concluded diminution as15

high as 9-10%, while some studies even concluded a slight premium for these16

17 properties.

• The impact of powerline easement corridors on land suitable for residential18

subdivision is typically limited to “the loss of land area included within the right-19

of-way itself.”220

• It is worth noting that studies covering a shorter time frame (typically one to five21

years) in general found higher levels of diminution than studies covering longer22

7
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periods (ten or more years), with longer studies noting a diminishing effect of the1

2 HVTL (if any) over time.

3 Through study of the above literature, I have found the following conclusions regarding

price effects of HVTLs on nearby agricultural and recreational properties:4

• There was generally a 0 to 5% diminution for properties crossed by the righl-of-5

6 way (or casement area) when compared to similar properties further away. These 

studies also found that most properties lying adjacent to the right-of-way 7

generally did not suffer any diminution from HVTLs.8

• In general, my study of the published literature reveals that significantly more9

scholarship has been dedicated to the impacts of HVTLs on residential property10

than agricultural and recreational property.II

12 My consideration of various meta-analyses on off-corridor effects of HVTLs can be

summarized in large part by the two studies by Jackson and Pitts in 2007 and 2010, and a13

2012 study by Chalmers, which conclude the following:14

• While many studies have traditionally found that HVTLs have no significant15

effect on residential property values, more recent studies have concluded small16

diminutions attributable to HVTL proximity (Jackson and Pitts, 2007).17

• Market interviews and the published literature indicate that impacts of powerlines18

on residential properties are varied and difficult to measure, depending on many19

20 factors including market location, condition and personal preferences (Jackson

21 and Pitts, 2010).

8
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• The presence of HVTLs “is apparently not given sufficient weight by buyers and1

sellers of real estate to have had any consistent material effect on market value”2

3 (Chalmers, 2012).

In summary, my study of the published literature leads me to conclude that impacts of4

HVTLs are by no means consistent and cannot be assumed to negatively affect nearby 5

properties. Moreover, when diminution is present, it tends to be slight and sometimes 6

diminishes or dissipates completely over time.7

8

Methodology Used to Evaluate Intervenor Claims9 VI.

10 On what is your testimony based?Q.

My testimony is based on the following:II A.

• my familiarity with the published real estate appraisal and real estate economics12

literature related to the impact of transmission lines on real estate generally;13

• my review of maps of the proposed transmission lines in Southern Pennsylvania;14

• research undertaken by me and by my JLL colleagues on the market for single-15

family homes and farmland on and near transmission right-of-ways;16

• my own personal knowledge of agricultural and residential real estate markets;17

18 and

• my study of real estate transactions related to the report that is the subject of this19

20 critique.

21

22 VII. Related Case Studies

Please describe how your case studies were performed.23 Q.

9
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In each of the following studies we gathered the following information on properties nearI A.

2 HVTL.

Property Address/Property Identification Number (PIN)3

4 Sale date and price

5 Home/lot size

6 Bedrooms/baths

7 Distance to HVTL

8 Visibility

9 Basements

10 Condition

We separated out sales that were not arm’s length or did not have sufficient data to beII

useful to our study. The sales were adjusted for other criteria such as location and date

then compared to control areas to determine what diminution, if any, was present for13

14 homes near the HVTL.

15

16 Q. Please describe the findings of the case studies you referred to earlier in this

17 testimony.

18 The following case studies were performed by JLL staff under my direction.A.

19 Single-Family Homes, Allentown, Pennsylvania: This case study analyzed

20 values of residential properties located near Allentown, Pennsylvania, in PPL

Electric’s service territory. The HVTL there consists of a 500kV line constructed21

on monopole structures ranging in height from 105 feet to 120 feet that was22

previously occupied by a 69kV line located on 60 to 70-foot wood H-frame23

10
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structures. The conversion occurred in 1980/1981. The data consisted of 361

2 transactions which occurred in between 2006 and 2008. The sales prices were

analyzed as a whole and on an annual basis. Our analysis did not reveal any3

measurable impact on value caused by the powerlines. This analysis was4

originally completed and submitted for previous testimony 1 made in 2009 before5

6 this commission.

Single-Family Homes, Bradbury Subdivision, Hopewell Township,7 2.

Pennsylvania: The Hopewell HVTL consists of a 345kV and 130kV line owned8

9 by Duquesne Light Company. The conductors are mounted on weathered steel

monopole structures with an average pole height of 140 feet. The study was10

centered on the Bradbury Subdivision and was originally completed and11

12 submitted for previous testimony I made in 2009. The 2009 case study covered 17

13 transactions in the Bradbury Subdivision between January 2005 and January 2009

but has since been updated with additional sales both before and after this period.14

The original sample included 17 transactions from January 2005 through January15

2009 ranging in sale price from $90,000 to $181,500 and having prices per square16

feet ranging from $96.15 per square foot to $143.40 per square foot. Of the 1717

data points, two were identified as being located along the powerline easement.18

19 Based upon the data, there is no identifiable or measurable impact on value for

20 properties situated on or along the powerline casement.

We prepared an update to this study as part of this assignment. The21

updated case study added 46 transactions from March 2010 through May 201822

ranging in sale price from $50,000 to $192,900 and having prices per square feet23

11
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ranging from $38.79 per square foot to $197.65 per square foot. The 46 1

transactions were broken into two groups, those within 500 feet of the powerline 2

3 easement, and those located more than 500 feet. Of the 46 transactions, 13 were 

located within 500 feet and 33 were more than 500 feet away from the powerline 4

easement. The chart below summarizes the average sale price per square foot paid 5

in these two areas for the last eight annual time periods where comparison data is 6

37 available.

S2SO

Hlldll5 iso

S1OO

2015 2016 20182010 2011 2012 2013 2014
8

For the time periods shown above, half of the comparisons within 500 feet9

of the powerline showed a higher average sale price per square foot than those10

sales beyond 500 feet. These results further support the 2009 case study11

conclusion in that adjacent sales to the powerline easement were not affected12

13 negatively by the powerline easement.

5 There were no sales involving properties located within 500 feet of the powerline in 2017.

12
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Single-Family Homes. Saw Creek Estates Subdivision, Pike County.3.

2 Pennsylvania: The Susquehanna-Roseland powerline is a 500kV running from

3 Pennsylvania to New Jersey, and passes through the Saw Creek Estates 

community. These sales data consist of 145 sales between 2006 and 2008 before 4

5 the powerline was constructed. The case study analyzed the market's actual 

reaction to the existence of the existing powerline, as well as to measure the 6

impact due to the announcement of the line upgrade. Our analysis indicated there 7

was no discernable impact on property values before and after the announcement 8

date, as well as no discernable difference in sales price between homes situated on9

and off the HVTL corridor.10

Single-Family Homes, Orange, Connecticut: The Orange HVTL contains11 4.

two 115-345kV lines on two sets of weathered steel poles between 120 and 155

feet in height. The right-of-way had previously been utilized for a 115kV line13

situated on two wooden and one metal lattice structure between 30 and 80 feet in14

height. The line was approved in 2005 with construction beginning in August15

16 2006 and was completed in July 2008. Data for this case study included 60

transactions between 2006 and 2008. We found an even distribution of sale prices17

per square foot in the overall market and in smaller subgroups. The data did not18

demonstrate that the upgrade of the powerlines had any measurable impact on19

20 value.

Single-Family Homes, Sugar/River Ridge Subdivisions. South Elgin,21 5.

Illinois: Our analysis looked at single family home prices in two subdivisions in 22

the Chicago Metro Area. The neighborhoods were built in the early 1990s and a 23

13
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1 138kV line with 95 to 110-foot monopoles was constructed in 1996. The new line 

2 was also within a railroad right-of-way that had a wooden distribution line that 

3 was relocated within the existing corridor. Our analysis was initially done in 1994 

4 and concluded there was no discernible adverse impact from the announcement of 

5 the line. Our updated 2014 analysis found that the average price per square foot 

6 for homes in portions of the subdivision closest to the transmission line was 3.5% 

7 higher than homes not near the lines. A paired sales analysis further confirmed 

8 this trend that homes near the lines outperformed the rest of the market in the

9 Sugar Ridge and River Ridge.

10 Coventry Townhomes, Lake in the Hills, Illinois: The Coventry Lake6.

II subdivision was constructed after the approval of a )38kV double circuit

electrical line on 64 to 99-foot monopoles. Our study analyzed whether approval

13 of the transmission line corridor affected the development of the subdivision.

14 Sales of homes within the development between 2004 and 2013 were analyzed

15 based on proximity to the corridor. Our analysis showed there has been no

16 adverse impact from proximity to the transmission line on the townhouse sale

17 prices at Coventry.

18 Hampton Park Townhomes, Naperville, Illinois: The Hampton Park7.

19 townhouse project in Naperville, Illinois was developed between 2005 and 2008,

20 long after the installation of an adjacent 345kV monopole transmission line

21 corridor. Sales of homes in Hampton Park between 2005 and 2014 were collected

22 and analyzed on a price per square foot basis. We found that homes adjacent to

i

14
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the transmission line sold on average for 4.3% more than homes in the rest of the 1

2 community.

3 Concord Pointe Townhomes. Carol Stream, Illinois: The Concord Pointe 8.

4 townhouse development contains a right-of-way with a double set of open lattice 

5 towers, one of which supports two 138kV lines while the other supports two 

6 345kV lines. Sales of homes directly adjacent to the ROW and close to but not 

7 abutting the ROW were compared to homes within the same subdivision but 

8 further away from the lines. Sales data collected between 1995 and 2014 showed 

9 that the difference in sales price between the adjacent versus not adjacent homes

10 was less than 1%, leading us to conclude that there has been no adverse impact on

average prices at Concord Pointe due to proximity to powerlines.

Agricultural Land, Christian County, Illinois: Christian County has9.

13 existing HVTL that were analyzed to determine price effects of powerline

14 corridors. Sales of agricultural land collected and analyzed between 2002 and

15 2015 indicated that farmland with an existing transmission line corridor crossing

16 the property sold at an average price that was about 6.0% lower but at a median

17 price that was about 4.0% higher than the price for similar farmland not located

18 on a transmission line corridor. Overall, giving equal weight to the average price

19 and median price differential, the Christian County data indicates no more than

20 about a 2.0% impact on farmland prices due to the presence of transmission line

21 corridors.

22 Agricultural Land, Marathon County, Wisconsin: The 345kV Arrowhead-10.

23 Weston line, linking Duluth, Minnesota to Wausau, Wisconsin cuts across

15
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agricultural lands in Marathon County, Wisconsin. Our analysis focused on sales

2 of agricultural land between 2003 to 2005 and ranging in size between 15 and 93

acres. We were able to find seven sales that were not crossed by the HVTL4, and3

five that were. After analyzing the prices paid, and adjusting for time, the prices4

5 paid for non-powerline and powerline sales were nearly identical, at $l,712/acre

6 and $l,770/acre, respectively.

7

8 Q. What do these studies indicate?

Most importantly these studies concluded that there was no impact on property values9 A.

10 from proximity to the adjacent transmission line corridor and powerlines, before or after

construction. One of the studies (Coventry Townhomes) also shows that land developersH

can plan a project next to a transmission line corridor and not worry about an adverse

13 impact on prices and values.

14 VIII. Wyman and Mothorpe 2018 Study

15 Have you reviewed the Wyman and Mothorpe 2018 Study?Q.

16 Yes, I have reviewed their study.A.

17

18 What can you tell us about the scope of that study?Q.

19 It attempts to estimate the pricing impact related to HVTLs on property values byA.

“conducting a large-scale study of 5,455 vacant lots sold from 2000 to 2016 in Pickens20

21 County, South Carolina.” (p. 122)

22

16
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Q. Does the study include any agricultural or residential properties similar to the

2 properties potentially affected by the 1EC Project in York and Franklin counties?

3 A. No, it does not. In fact, we have examined the 5,000+ sales of vacant land in Pickens

4 County, SC that are the subject of that study and can tell you that the study only involves

5 sales of residential subdivision lots located in large communities, frequently located

6 along golf courses and navigable waterways. The vacant “subdivision” lots involved in

7 the study are substantially different (and smaller) than the properties located adjacent to

8 or in close proximity to the IEC Project. The table below shows how the properties

9 involved in the IEC Project differ from the vacant “subdivision” lots involved in the

10 study.

HVTL System 230 kV @ 135'height, 230 kV@ 135’height,

miles in PA miles in PA

Primary Property Type Involved

Typical Parcel size involved approx. 40 acres80 to 100 acres

11

Q.12 If that is the case, then does the Wyman and Mothorpe 2018 Study have any

13 applicability to the properties in this matter?

17
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No, it does not.A.

2

3 Q Arc you offering any testimony that could speak to the potential impact on the large

4 acreage agricultural and associated residential properties that arc involved in the

5 IEC Project?

6 Yes. My review of five published articles involving large acreage agricultural properties A.

7 (and similar to the matter at hand) found that most properties lying adjacent to the right- 

of-way generally did not suffer any diminution from HVTLs.5 Furthermore, my analysis 8

9 involving agricultural properties in Illinois and Wisconsin reveals little to no impact.

10

Q. Acknowledging that the Wyman and Mothorpe 2018 Study is not applicable to the

proposed IEC Project, is there anything else significant about that article?

13 Yes. We were able to identify the sales transactions involved in that study and to mapA.

them across the various residential communities in Pickens County, South Carolina. This14

15 involved a significant amount of work to source the sales transactions from the county

16 assessor and to map them using a complex geographic information system (CIS). What

we found was very surprising. Perhaps the most striking observation was that out of the17

5,455 sales included in the study, the article bases its entire conclusion of property value18

19 diminution on just 74 sales (or just 1.4%) located adjacent to the powerline right-of-way.

In addition, these 74 sales do not appear to be suitable for the type of analysis20

21 (hedonic regression) performed in the Wyman and Mothorpe 2018 Study. The 74 sales

actually occur over a long period of time - more than 16 years, and most of them22

18
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1 occurred more than a decade ago. As shown in the chart below, the sales of vacant

2 subdivision lots located adjacent to powerline right-of-ways are sparsely scattered over

3 the past 17 years with very few observations pertaining to the post-recession era.

Wyman/Mothorpe Study: Annual # of Sales Adj. to HVTL

8

I
4

5 In fact, of the powerline adjacent sales analyzed, more than 80% date to pre-

6 recession era, and in the eight years post-recession there is only an average of 1.5 sales

per year. This is not nearly enough data upon which to base a statistical analysis.7

8

Can you please explain the limitations and applicability (or lack thereof) of9 Q.

10 Regression Modelling when compared to analytical techniques of the Appraisal

11 Profession such as Paired Sales Analysis?

A statistical multiple regression model is a form of automated valuation model, or AVM.12 A.

Standards of professional practice of the appraisal profession recognize that AVMs13

19
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including multiple regression models are subject to a high error rate and are subject to1

2 manipulation to achieve predetermined results (bias).

Because of their inaccuracies, the home lending industry has not been widely3

utilizing AVMs that incorporate multiple regression models to determine the value of4

individual properties for mortgage origination: “The reluctance to use (his product5

(AVMs) for first mortgages is due to uncertainty concerning the reliability of the product6

in high loan-to-value situations.”6 According to the Appraisal Institute, the largest7

professional organization of real estate appraisers, "AVMs are rarely accepted by8

9 mortgage investors." (Appraiser News Online, June 1, 2004).

The inaccuracy of mass appraisal techniques is specifically recognized by the10

Appraisal Standards Board USPAP Standard 6: "It is implicit in mass appraisal that, even

when properly specified and calibrated mass appraisal models are used, some individual

-.7
value estimates will not meet standards of reasonableness, consistency, and accuracy.13

The Appraisal Institute in its book on valuation modeling comments as follows:14

15 "Most AVMs are good at estimating the value of properties with homogeneous property

characteristics and location factors. With appraiser-based market estimate modeling,16

however, the valuation process that an appraiser uses can be more refined and meaningful17

because it may better reflect the concerns that the actual real estate market mechanism18

a

presents in a defined neighborhood."19

20
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6 Mark R. Linne, MAI, CRE, ASA, FRICS, “A Vision for Valuation: Automated Valuation Models and Appraisal 

Practice,” paper presented at the 23rd Pan Pacific Congress of Appraisers, Valuers and Counselors, San Francisco, 

CA, September 16-19,2006. AVMs have also begun to be used by some lenders ‘‘for internal purposes, either in a 

quality control environment as an appraisal review tool or for funding on high-quality loans that were kept within 

the institution such as home equity loans.” Victoria Cassens Zillioux, “Automated Valuation Models: Automation 

vs. Hybrid,” paper presented at the 23rd Pan Pacific Congress of Appraisers, Valuers and Counselors, San Francisco, 

CA, September J6-J9,2006.

7 (JSPAP 2018-2019 Edition, Standard 5: Mass Appraisal, Development, Standards Rule 5-7, Lines 1245-1247.

8 A Guide to Appraisal Valuation Modeling, Appraisal Institute (2000), p. 41.

12



A number of academic researchers have found that multiple regression modeling

2 falls short when measured against the traditional sales comparison approach using an

3 adjustment grid to determine values. Colwell, Cannaday and Wu in an early article in the

4 AREUA Journal compared regression analysis to traditional adjustment grid methods

5 used by appraisers. The authors’ comparison “makes clear the superiority of the grid

approach over a pure regression approach” in the analysis situation evaluated.96

7 The Colwell, Cannaday and Wu article, as well as an article by Professor

Vandell,10 attribute the superiority of properly weighted comparable sales over regression8

9 modeling to a fundamental problem of every multiple regression model - it cannot

“solve” for every variable affecting the price and value of a particular property.1110

11 A seminal article by Lentz and Wang attributed a “high standard error” as the

central problem in relying on the output of regression modeling: “7'he Real Problem.

13 One of the most serious problems involved with the application of the regression method

14 to appraisals has yet to be adequately addressed in the literature: the large standard error

15 of the regression estimate. The high standard error of estimates reported in most hedonic

16 studies might render the fitted values useless (for example, see the standard errors

17 reported in Vandell, 1991, Tables 2 and 3). Indeed, when the standard error of estimate is

18 normally 10% to 30% of the estimated value of residential properties, we fail to see that

the appraisal can contribute very much to the underwriting process.”1219

21
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9 Peter F. Colwell, Roger E. Cannaday, and Chunchi Wu, “The Analytical Foundations of Adjustment Grid 

Methods,” AREUEA Journal, Vol. 11, No. 11983, 11, at 27. See also, Kerry D. Vandell, “Optimal Comparable 

Selection and Weighting in Real Property Valuation,” AREUEA Journal, Vol. 19, No. 2., 1991, 213, at 236.

10 Kerry D. Vandell, “Optimal Comparable Selection and Weighting in Real Property Valuation," AREUEA Journal, 

Vol. 19, No. 2., 1991, 213.

11 “Pure regression prediction suffers from an omitted variable problem.. Colwell, Cannaday, and Wu, supra, at 

26.
12 George H. Lentz and Ko Wang, “Residential Appraisal and the Lending Process: A Survey of Issues,” Journal of 

Real Estate Research, Vol. 15, Numbers 1/2, 1998, p. 19.

12



1

2 Q. Did you apply a paired sales analysis to the 74 sales of vacant subdivision lots

3 adjacent to powerline right-of-ways?

4 Yes. There were in fact two subdivisions where we were able to make comparisons of A.

5 sales of vacant lots located adjacent to powerline right-of-ways to sales transactions of those 

6 located away from the HVTLs. The direct comparison of sales located within the same 

7 subdivision yet differing only by proximity to powerline right-of-ways, revealed no discernable 

8 difference in price.

9

10 Q. Does this conclude your Rebuttal testimony at this time?

11 Yes.A.

22
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JLL Biography

David R. Dominy, MAI, CRE, FRICS

Managing Director - Valuation & Advisory Services

i

t
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1

a

Current Responsibilities
David Dominy serves as the Managing Director of JLL Houston’s Valuation 

and Advisory Services (VAS) business. In this role. Mr. Dominy is responsible 
for guiding the overall performance of the Houston practice, building the 

market presence and driving revenue to the business line.

In addition to leading JLL Houston's VAS efforts, Mr. Dominy assists In targeting 

recruiting and retaining valuation team members nationally.

Education

Baylor University, Bachelor of Business Administration

Contact
T: ♦1-713-243-3300 

E: d3vfd.domlny@arn.Jil.com

f
[

Experience

Prior to joining JLL in late 2016, Mr. Dominy served as Senior Managing Director 

at Integra Realty Resources (IRR) in Houston.

Mr. Dominy has successfully completed numerous real estate related courses 

and seminars sponsored by the Appraisal Institute, accredited universities and 

other institutions.

He is currently certified by the Appraisal Institute's voluntary program of con- , 

tinuing education for its designated members, and has been a guest lecturer 

at Rice University, CIE International, the Hams County Eminent Domain n

Seminar, the Hams County Appraisal District and the Texas Association of «

Assessment Officers.

Affiliations and Designations '

- Appraisal Institute (MAI), Member and Former President-Houston Chapter I

■ Counselor of Real Estate (CRE), Former chairman - Houston Chapter 

• Royal Institute cf Chartered Surveyors. Fellow (FRICS)

■ Internationa! Right of Way Association (IRWA), Member

- GtyCouncilMember.SpringValley,Texas i

■ Baylor University Hankamer School of Business, Advisory Board Member .

- Yellowstone Academy, Board Member 

. On Track Ministries, Board Member

- C Club Houston. Former President

■ Houston Realty Business Coalition, Former President

■ Baylor College of Medicine. Board Member

'J Alabama - Certified Gnifral Un) Pnpfrty Apprahtr 

' Artpna • Certified General Real Ettore Appruher 

Atbantai ■ State Certified Genm!Appraher 

Colorado • Certified General Appraher (

Cearpia- Certified General Real Property Appraher 

Louisiana-Certified General.ippraher I

Mlehi^an - Certified General.tf^raiier |

Mhthtippl • State Certified General.tppmher 

Xen-Mniro-Genernl Certified Appraher 

Ohio • Certified General Real Edate .Appraher

1 Oilahomo - Certified General Real Eitate Appraher 

I 7>.vd« - Real Edate General Appraher 

1 Texar • Real Edate Broker 

P Virginia - Certified General Real Ednte Appraiser
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RELEVANT PUBLISHED ARTICLES
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CASE STUDIES ON THE IMPACT OF TRANSMISSION LINES ON 
ADJACENT PROPERTY PRICES



CASE STUDY 1: SINGLE FAMILY HOMES IN ALLENTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA

Below is a map indicating the location of Allentown:

DRD Exhibit p.8

Area Analysis: Allentown, Pennsylvania is in eastern Pennsylvania, approximately 40 miles north/northwest 
of Philadelphia. The 2009 population is estimated at 107,629 people and approximately 42,073 households. 
By 2014, population and number of households are expected to increase by 1.47% and 1.05%, respectively.

Market Data Collection and Analysis: The following case study is a collection of residential market 
transactions occurring from 2006 to 2008 in Allentown, Pennsylvania, near this ROW. Sources of data 
include the Allentown Tax Assessor records and local real estate professionals. Market data was collected 
for single-family residential property located on or near high voltage power line easements to estimate the 
effects, if any, on residential home values and marketability.

Project: The Pennsylvania Power & Light Company (PP&L) upgraded a single circuit 69 kV line with H-frame 
structures to a 500-kV line with monopoles in 1980/1981. This project replaced the existing 60' to 70' 
structures with 105' to 120' monopoles and extended the ROW an additional 40' to a total of 140' in most 
areas.
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Bradbury Subdivision is in Hopewell Township of Beaver County, PA. It is just south of the town of Aliquippa, 
north of Pittsburgh and west of the Ohio River in western Pennsylvania. The subdivisions were platted in 
1970 and 1971 and contain approximately 187 lots of varying sizes. The houses within the subdivision are 
typically multi-level or split-level homes with varying amounts of below grade square footage. The homes are 
similar as to square footage and style and most were built in the early to mid-1970's. The data shown on the 
following pages was gathered from the Beaver County Assessor's office and local real estate professionals. 
The high voltage transmission line that bisects the subdivision originates from the Beaver Valley Nuclear 
Power Plant. The poles are an average height of 140 feet and carry 345kV lines and 138 kV lines.

CASE STUDY 2: SINGLE FAMILY HOMES AT THE BRADBURY SUBDIVISION IN HOPEWLL TOWNSHIP, 
PENNSYLVANIA

Case Study Sales Data 2005-2009



2018 Update to Case Study 2. (Hopewell Township, PA)
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1 There were no sales involving properties located within 500 feet of the powerline in 2017.
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The chart on the following page summarizes the average sale price per square foot paid in these two areas 
for the last eight annual time periods where comparison data is available.1 For the time periods shown below, 
half of the comparisons within 500 feet of the powerline showed a higher average sale price per square foot 
than those sales beyond 500 feet.

An update of this case study was prepared in 2018. The updated case study added 46 transactions from 
March 2010 through May 2018 ranging in sale price from $50,000 to $192,900 and having prices per square 
feet ranging from $38.79 per square foot to $197.65 per square foot. The 46 transactions were broken into 
two groups, those within 500 feet of the power line easement, and those located more than 500 feet. Of the
46 transactions, 13 were located within 500 feet and 33 were more than 500 feet away from the power line 
easement.
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This updated analysis further supports the prior (2009) case study in that adjacent sales to the powerline 
easement were not affected negatively by the power line easement.

Hopewell Twp, PA — Average Sale Price per Sq. Ft. 
Homas within 500' vs Homas outslda 500*

2010 to 2018 (no comparison for 2017)

$0 '

■ Inside ■ Outside





CASE STUDY 3: SINGLE FAMILY HOMES AT SAW CREEK ESTATES IN BUSHKILL, PENNSYLVANIA

DRD Exhibit p.15

Saw Creek Estates 2006-2009 Sales Data
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Pre-Announcement Sales 
Year Built 1977-1994
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CASE STUDY 4: SINGLE FAMILY HOMES IN ORANGE, CONNECTICUT

DRD Exhibit p.20

History of the Project: History of Project: The Connecticut Light & Power Company (CL&P) and The United 
Illuminating Company (Ul) extended existing 345-kV transmission grid approximately 45 miles overhead and 
24 miles underground from Middleton to Norwalk, Connecticut. The project included the reconstruction of 
115-kV line and the installation of 345-kV line. Two steel monopoles made of weathered steel have replaced 
thirty-foot H-Frame poles and an eighty-foot lattice tower along the same right-of-way. The newly 
constructed monopoles range in height from 120 feet to 160 feet. Following is a timeline of key events for 
the Middletown-Norwalk Project.

April 7, 2005 - Connecticut Siting Council approves project 
August 2006 - Construction of the overhead line begins 
July 2008 - Construction of overhead line is completed 
December 16, 2008 - Energization complete

Market Data Collection and Analysis: The following case study is a collection of residential market 
transactions occurring from 2006 to 2008 in the City of Orange, Connecticut. Sources of data include the City

Before Construction
(30-80 feet, 115-kV)

After Construction 
(120-155 feet, 115-345-kV)

Source: www.transmission-nu.com
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Area Analysis: Orange, Connecticut is in southwest Connecticut, approximately 10 miles southwest of New 
Haven. The 2009 population is estimated at 13,873 people and approximately 5,017 households. By 2014, 
population and number of households are expected to increase by 2.47% and 2.85%, respectively. Below is a 
map indicating the location of Orange.

of Orange tax assessor records and local real estate professionals. Market data was collected for single-family 
residential property located on or near (within 2,500 feet) high voltage power line easements to estimate the 
effects, if any, on residential home values and marketability. Properties along the power line easement were 
not analyzed if a minimum of eight sales in the immediate area were not available for comparison. The data 
collected represents 59 comparable sales that meet the above criteria.
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CASE STUDY 5: SINGLE FAMILY HOMES AT SUGAR RIDGE AND RIVER RIDGE IN SOUTH ELGIN, ILLINOIS

z1
✓

/

DRD Exhibit p.24

*< wn S»cm
MU

I
I

2 Petition of Commonwealth Edison Company for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity, under Section 8-

406 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act to construct, operate and maintain a new electric transmission line in Kane and 

DuPage Counties, Illinois, Docket No. 94-0179.

Portions of the proposed Grain Belt Express transmission line corridor in Missouri will be in locations where 
there is a pre-existing transmission line in close proximity. We have done prior research at two subdivisions 
in the Chicago metro area to determine if the addition of a second power line adversely impacts home prices.

The subdivisions with two power lines are Sugar Ridge and River Ridge in South Elgin, Illinois. They are 
adjacent single-family home neighborhoods developed in the early 1990s. There is a transmission line right- 
of-way along the south border of those two neighborhoods. That corridor was authorized in a 1994 Illinois 
Commerce Commission proceeding2 and the 138kV line on 95 to 110 foot monopoles with eight cross arms 
was energized on August 1, 1996. The transmission line corridor is also part of a railroad right-of-way. As 
part of the prior authorization of the 138kV line, a previously existing distribution line on wooden poles was 
relocated within the existing corridor.

4

We presented expert testimony in that 1994 proceeding. In that proceeding we concluded there were 
enough sales in Sugar Ridge to determine the effect of the proposed transmission line on Sugar Ridge prices. 
In 1994, we found no discernible adverse effect on Sugar Ridge home prices from the announcement of the 
proposed transmission line project.

TratHM tM«n I. r» 

Ar«« 1

;•
*** **

h-4 * •
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In 2014, we updated the
prior Sugar Ridge and
River Ridge sales price 
analysis from 1994. We
collected and analyzed 
multiple listing sales data 
between 1994 and 2013 
in Sugar Ridge and River
Ridge. We then 
undertook two types of
analyses. First, we
analyzed the average 
price each year for
homes located within
500 to 700 feet of the 
transmission line
corridor. We compared 
the average prices for 
those homes to the 
average price for other
homes located further
away in the same
subdivisions. Prices were analyzed based on price paid per square foot of home area in order to eliminate 
any effect from differences in home size on the absolute sale price paid.
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The comparison of average sale prices between 1994 and 2013 is shown on the graph below.
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The northern edge of Area 1 colored in green on the map above is located between 500 feet and 700 feet 
north of the northern edge of the transmission line corridor.

We also studied prices paid for homes that either backed up to the existing transmission line corridor or had 
clear views of the power lines. We compared the rate of appreciation for those homes to the average rate 
of appreciation for homes in Sugar Ridge and River Ridge that sold over the same period of time but were far 
enough away from the transmission line corridor not to be affected.

In 15 of the 20 years studied, the average price of a home in the area located closest to the transmission line 
corridor (Area 1) was higher than in Area 2, the portion of the Sugar Ridge and River Ridge neighborhood 
located further than 500 to 700 feet from the transmission line corridor. Overall, the average price per square 
foot paid for homes in the portions of the subdivisions closest to the transmission line corridor was about 
3.5% higher than the price paid for homes not located in proximity to the transmission line corridor.

The map shows the sales in the area located within 500 to 700 feet from the transmission line corridor 
compared to sales in the rest of the subdivision. The existing transmission line is shown by the dashed line.

We performed a "paired sales analysis" involving primary pairings. We found 17 sales and subsequent resales 
of a home that we could analyze. These involved 12 homes. Some of the homes sold more than once. The 
homes were located on Lenox Court, Longbow Court, Lilac Court, Locust Court and Conway Court as shown 
on the map below.
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The sale/resale comparisons are as indicated in the table below.

Address

1997 2008 3.70% 4.10% Worse

9 Lenox Ct. 1995 4.60%2002 4.70% Same

11 Lenox Ct. 1996 2004 5.80% 5.00% Better

1999 2004 8.27% 6.40% Better

15 Lenox Ct. 1996 2005 5.80% 4.70% Better

17 Lenox Ct. 1997 2004 6.30% 6.20% Same

11 Longbow Ct. 20051993 6.60% 5.10% Better

2005 7.50% 4.40%2003 Better

17 Longbow Ct. 1996 2004 5.80% 5.00% Better

0.90% 0.60%1996 2013 Better

2013 -4.60% -2.90%2004 Worse

7 Lilac Ct. 1996 2013 2.10% 0.90% Better

11 Lilac Ct. 2003 2009 -4.90% -0.30% Worse

19 Lilac Ct. 2001 2003 8.20% 8.00% Better

15 Locust Ct. 2003 2010 -0.80% -1.80% Better

25 South Conway Ct. 2008 2011 -4.10% -8.80% Better
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Second 

Sale Year

ROW Annual 

Compound Rate of 

Appreciation

Non-ROW Sugar 

Ridge Rate of 

Appreciation

As indicated in the table above, homes either backing up to the right-of-way or with clear views of power 
lines appreciated at a rate either equal to or better than non-ROW homes in Sugar Ridge and River Ridge in 
13 of the 16 sale/resale comparisons. In other words, homes immediately adjacent to the power lines 
outperformed the rest of the market in Sugar Ridge and River Ridge?

1 This is consistent with some of the published research in the professional literature. For example, the Tatos, et al. 

Summer 2016 Appraisal Journal article concluded that "homes abutting 345 kV corridors often benefit from open space 

unavailable to other homes" that is available for on home prices within 50 meters was likely due to the "benefit of open

space" that creates a "greenway." Tatos, et al., ibid., at 213.

First Sale 

Year

TLenoxCt

ROW to Non- 

ROW

Appreciation 

Rate





CASE STUDY 6: TOWNHOMES AT COVENTRY SUBDIVISION IN LAKE IN THE HILLS, ILLINOIS

DRD Exhibit p.28

Our 2014 research involved the Coventry townhouse development project at the northwest corner of the 
intersection of Haligus Road and Wildspring Road in Lake in the Hills. The general location of the Coventry 
development is shown in the map below.

We collected Coventry sales data between 2004 and 2013 to understand the effect, if any, of a recently 
approved transmission line corridor on the development of vacant land. We first compared prices on the 
south and west side of Wildspring Road immediately adjacent to the transmission line right-of-way to prices 
on the other side of Wildspring Road. The average sale price between 2004 and 2013 was exactly the same. 
We then also compared sale prices for the townhouses on both sides of Wildspring Road to prices in the rest 
of the townhouse complex located away from the right-of-way.

We have also studied the subsequent development of vacant land in proximity to a recently developed 
transmission line corridor in McHenry County, Illinois.

In 2014, we investigated the new construction that occurred on adjacent land subsequent to the acquisition 
of a ComEd transmission line corridor between Huntley and Algonquin that was acquired and developed by 
ComEd and energized in 2001. It is one of the more recent transmission line corridors developed in the 
Chicago metro area and was the subject of a 1996 Illinois Commerce Commission proceeding. The approved 
corridor contains a 138kV double circuit line on 64 to 99 foot monopoles. When the corridor was created 
and energized, there was considerable undeveloped land adjacent to the right-of-way. Much of the land has 
subsequently been developed with new residential housing since the date of completion of the power line 
installation.
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The average price for the Wildspring Road townhouses (Areas A, B, and C above) was 8.3% higher than for 
townhouses in the rest of the development (Area D). And townhouses on the south and west side of 
Wildspring Road (Areas A and B) located immediately adjacent to the transmission line right of way sold at 
an average price about 8.6% higher than in the rest of the development (Areas C and D). There has been no 
adverse impact from proximity to the transmission line on the townhouse sale prices at Coventry.

Coventry Subdivision 

Prunm/y <koupu«vi



CASE STUDY 7: TOWNHOMES AT HAMPTON PARK IN NAPERVILLE, ILLINOIS

4 http://www.55places.com/illinois/communities/hampton-park.

DRD Exhibit p.3O

The photo below shows a Google maps street view of Hampton Park townhomes with the monopole power 
line with four cross arms behind them.

The Hampton Park townhouse project in Naperville, Illinois was reportedly developed between 2005 and 
20 084 long after the installation of the adjacent 345Kv monopole transmission line corridor. The location of 
those townhomes (and the transmission line adjacent to it) is shown in the map below.

lampton Park Active Adult Community



Area A % DifferenceYear Area B

Average 4.3%

Source: MRED LLC
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Area A v. Area B

We investigated sale prices in Hampton Park for the years between 2005 and 2013. We compared prices 
paid per square foot for townhomes adjacent to the transmission line corridor to prices in the rest of the 
community. Townhomes adjacent to the transmission line corridor sold on average for 4.3% more than 
townhomes in the rest of the community, as shown in the table below.

$190

$200

$226

n/a

$150

n/a

$130 

$157

$169

n/a 

$208 

$215

n/a 

n/a

$170 

n/a

$184 

$170

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

n/a

4.2% 

-4.9%

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

17.1%

0.8%





CASE STUDY 8: TOWNHOMES AT CONCORD POINTE IN CAROL STREAM, ILLINOIS

DRD Exhibit p.32

Another study we conducted in the Chicago metro area involved townhouse prices at the Concord Pointe 
development in Carol Stream. That right-of-way consists of a double set of open lattice towers. One of the 
lattice towers supports two 138 kV lines and the other supports two 345 kV lines.

In 2014, we researched impacts of the transmission line on prices at Concord Pointe by collecting and 
analyzing Northern Illinois Multiple Listing Service ("MLS") sales data since 1995. We compared sale prices 
per square foot paid for townhouses located adjacent to the transmission line corridor (Area A) to prices paid 
for other Concord Pointe townhomes not located adjacent to the power lines (Areas B and C). Some of the 
townhomes in Area B have views of the tops of the two sets of lattice towers. The map below shows three 
areas in Concord Pointe - Areas A, B and C - defined by their relative proximity to the transmission line 
corridor located adjacent to the south end of the development.

As indicated in the tables below, the average price differentials when comparing Area A located closest to 
the transmission line corridor to Areas B and C, and then comparing Areas A and B to Area C is less than 

1.0%.



Area CYearAreas AYear

$95$107 12.7%1995$95 12.7%1995 $107

$81 $106 -23.4%$98 1996-20.2%1996

$103$99 -3.6%$100 19971.6%1997

$97 $98 -0.8%$97 19981.8%1998

$98 $98 0.8%$98 19991.3%1999

$103$101 -1.8%$103 2000-3.4%2000

$113 $113 0.0%$112 20012.3%2001

$122 $121 1.0%$122 2002-3.2%2002

$134$130 -2.8%$122 $136 2003-10.4%2003

$139 $141 -1.9%$140 20048.8%2004 $152

$155 $148 4.3%$150 3.7% 20052005

$151 $156 -3.3%$157 2006-7.5%2006

$162 $155 4.1%$156 4.4% 20072007 $163

$148$157 6.2%$150 20084.0%2008 $157

$135 $127 5.9%$127 200912.6%2009

$119 5.9%$113 2010-1.2%2010

$98 -13.6%$92 $110 2011-16.2%2011

$104 $100 3.5%$99 10.7% 20122012

$108$105$106 -3.6%20135.5%2013

-0.5%Average0.4%Average

Source: MRED UC and JLLSource: MRED LLC and JLl
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Areas A & B v. Area CArea A v. Areas B 8i C

$78

$102

$99

Areas B 

&C

Areas A 

& B

% 

Difference

% 

Difference

The comparison in those tables indicates that there has been no adverse impact on average prices at Concord 

Pointe from proximity to the power lines.

$115

$118

$110

$111

I155

$145

$143

$112

$99

$112

$113



CASE STUDY 9: FARMLAND IN CHRISTIAN COUNTY, ILLINOIS

DRD Exhibit p.34

We inspected the Christian County transmission lines, the properties on which they are located, and gathered 
and inspected agricultural land sales data. The sales occurred between February of 2002 and March of 2015. 
We adjusted all the sales to January of 2015 to account for changes in market conditions. Our market 
condition adjustments were based on agricultural land price trends as analyzed by the Illinois Society of 
Professional Farm Managers and Rural Appraisers. Their price trend graph for central Illinois including 
Christian County, is shown below.

We collected and analyzed farmland sale prices in Christian County, Illinois, one of the counties through which 
the proposed Grain Belt Express right-of-way passes. There are existing transmission line corridors in 
Christian County, and we researched prices paid for farmland on the existing power line corridors and 
compared them to prices paid for similar nearby farmland not on those existing corridors. The map below 
shows existing transmission line corridors in Christian County and the locations of the farmland sales we 
analyzed.





Map No. Date of Sale Soil Quality Rating

4-

$9,323
$9,306

DRD Exhibit p.35

We also researched county records to determine the soil classification and farmland quality characteristics 
of each property, and then adjusted each sale price to account for differences in their characteristics and 
quality based upon the average prices for various quality categories as shown in the graphic above. The 
table below shows the date of sale, sale price, acreage, farm quality classification, and sale price adjusted to 
January of 2015.

1/2003 
11/2003 
12/2004 
2/2008
1/2006 
3/2010
3/2010 
11/2010 
11/2011 
12/2011
9/2012
9/2012^
9/2012

I

_±_
__5__ 

7
14

9/9A
19/19A/19B 

20
21
24
25
27
28

29/29A

Sales on Right-of-Way

Sale Price
($/Acre)
$1,859 
$2,200
$2,930
$5,100
$3,925
$3,820
$5,918 
$7,344 
$6,220
$5,781 
$9,900
$9,280 
$7,700 ____________________

__Overall Average: Sales on ROW
Median Adjusted Price: On ROW

Adjusted 
Sale Price 

$7,584 
$7,974 
$9,573 
$12,230 
$11,569 
$7,509 
$9,306 
$10,928 
$7,152 
$7,753 

_ $8-415 _ 
$11,600 
$9,615

Fair to Average 
Average 
Average 
Average
Average
Average

Average to Good 
Average to Good

Good
Average to Good 

Good
Average

Average to Good





□
Date of SaleMap No.

J
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The average adjusted price as of January 2015 for Christian County farmland that sold with an existing 
transmission line corridor crossing the property is only 5.93% less than the average adjusted price for similar 
farmland not on a transmission line corridor. However, the median price on a transmission line corridor is 
about 3.95% higher than the median price for farmland not on a right-of-way. Since one of the sale prices 
paid for farmland on a right-of-way (Sale No. 23) is at a price dramatically higher than the average, and 
another (Sale No. 12) is significantly lower than the average, a comparison of the median prices may be more 
appropriate. Based on the two comparisons, prices on a transmission line corridor in Christian County are 
selling at only a small discount of perhaps no more than -2.0% per acre.

Our study of Christian County farmland prices is also relevant to any concerns that addition of a second 
transmission line corridor across a parcel of farmland can result in an additional negative impact on land 
values. As shown on the map above, five of the farmland transactions we analyzed involved parcels with 
more than one transmission line. The sales data in the table above indicates that the average adjusted price 
of the two-line parcels is $10,299 per acre, significantly higher than the average adjusted price of the single 
line parcels as well as significantly higher than the average adjusted price ($9,911 per acre) for the Christian 
County sales involving farmland not located on a transmission line corridor.

1
2
3 

_6_ 
10
11
12
13 

15/15A 

16
17
18
22 
23 
26
32

12/2001 
2/2002 
8/2002 
1/2004 
3/2006 
3/2006 
10/2006 
1/2008 
6/2008 
8/2008 
11/2008 
11/2008 
4/2011 
4/2011 
3/2012 |
3/2015

L

Adjusted 
Sale Price 

$8,721 
$7,537 
$4,611 
$10,699 
$7,138 
$7,138 
$3,319 
$7,672 

$15,398 
$13,788 ~ 

$9,183 
$13,664 
$12,330 
$23,121 
$9,500 
$4,750 
$9,911 
$8,952

Average to Good 
Average to Good 
Average to Good

Average
Average to Good 
Average to Good 
Average to Good 
Average to Good 

Good 
Average

Good 
Average 
Average 
Average
Average

Good

Sales Not oi
Sale Price 
($/Acre) 
$2,507 
$2,200 
$1,413 
$3,000 
$3,100
$3,100
$1,525 
$3,937 
$9,750 
$6,033 
$6,000 
$6,071 
$6,900 

~ $12,938 

$7,600
$5,588 ______________________

Overall Average: Sales Not on ROW 
Median Adjusted Price: Not on ROW

oil Quality Rating





CASE STUDY 10: FARMLAND IN MARATHON COUNTY, WISCONSIN

o
siE ®

3

3 E

<*■

a

g

6

$/Ac.Sale ID Township Power Line Sale Date Sale PriceAcres

$1,514 $1,770

DRD Exhibit p.37

0 6
0

"A 
o

ct

1
2
3
4
5

11/19/2003
12/18/2003

5/7/2004
9/14/2004 

10/13/2004

$110,000
$100,000

$32,500
$31,000
$30,000

5 It is important to note that the powerline was not physically constructed in this part of Marathon County until 2007 

with the line achieving energized status in early 2008. However, it was understood that sales in 2003-04 along the 

powerline corridor occurred with full knowledge of the in-process HVTL extension project. It was reported that 

permanent easements allowing for the construction of the power line were generally in place before the property was 

transferred.

Mosinee 
Mosinee
Emmet
Emmet 
Cassell

Time Adjusted 
$/Ac. (10%/Yr.)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

The 345kV Arrowhead-Weston line, linking Duluth, Minnesota to Wausau, Wisconsin cuts across 
agricultural lands in Marathon County, Wisconsin. Our analysis focused on measuring the impact of the 
transmission line on sales of agricultural land between 2003 to 2005 ranging between 15 and 89 acres 
that were and were not affected by the powerline.5 We were able to find seven sales that were not 
crossed by the HVTL, and five that were. These sales are summarized in the map and tables below.

E • —-—Hl

A ———<•»

3

80.00

80.00

19.72

18.48

18.52

$1,375
$1,250
$1,648
$1,677
$1,620

$1,683
$1,518
$1,930
$1,899
$1,819

4

Five Encumbered HVTL Sales Average Price per Acre:____________________
Note 1. The five sales are all crossed by the power line corridor.

Note 2. The sales are adjusted to Jan. 1, 2006 at an annual rate (compounded) of 10% per year.

® 3l 

E 
ffi

0





Sale Price $/Ac.Sale ID Sale DateTownship Power Line Acres

Cassell1 19.57no

2 Mosinee 35.65no

Cassell 19.413 no

Cassell4 14.74no

Cassell5 88.51no

6 Mosinee 41.00no

Cassell7 17.16no

Note 2. The sales are adjusted to Jan. 1, 2006 at an annual rate (compounded) of 10% per year.
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$20,000

$36,300

$45,000

1/17/2003

5/11/2004

6/21/2004

7/14/2004

7/22/2005 

7/26/2005

8/3/2005

$20,000

$89,000

$82,000

$34,000

After analyzing the prices paid, and adjusting for time, the prices paid for non-powerline and powerline sales 
were nearly identical, at $l,712/acre and $l,770/acre, respectively.

Time Adjusted 
$/Ac. (10%/Yr.)

$1,022

$1,018

$2,318

$1,357

$1,006

$2,000

$1,982

$1,355

$1,191

$2,683

$1,561

$1,049

$2,085

$2,061

Seven Unencumbered HVTL Sales Average Price per Acre: ___ $1,529__________
Note 1. The seven sales are all located in close proximity to, yet not adjacent to, the power line corridor. Their locations ranged 

from between 0.5 and 1.0 miles from the powerline.
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CLEMSON CASE STUDY IN PICKENS COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

DRD Exhibit p.39





CLEMSON CASE STUDY IN PICKENS COUNTY, SOUTH CAROLINA

We first identified all properties that met the following criteria:

After identifying these properties, they were separated into the following two groups:

•All ul«t highlighted in blue are adjacent to atrantmiulon line

The following table summarizes the improved sale of each of the previous lot sales identified.

128 FLEDGLING WAY

232 CREEKSIDE WAY

9/19/20133 104 HA MILTON CT

• All sales highlighted In blue are adjacent to a transmission line

DRD Exhibit p.40

KOT

Total Sale 

Price 

$152,5321

1

2

2

3

3

721 

128FLEDGUNG WAY 

237CREEXSIDE WAY 

232 CREEK SIR WAY 

245CREEKSIDE WAY 

104 HAMILTON CT

SE Fireplace 

0

1

Other 

Amenities____ SF

1703

1,438 

V*
1,846

2,367 

2,041

Total 

Acres

0.18

0.18 

0.19 

0.19

0.19 

0.19

1) Located within a subdivision;
2) involved in an arm's length transaction as a vacant residential lot; and
3) subsequently involved in an arm's length transaction as an improved single-family home.

1) Properties adjacent to powerline right-of-way (0-150 ft.); and
2) properties not adjacent to the powerline right-of-way, but within 1,000 ft.

As illustrated above, in each case, vacant residential lots that were immediately adjacent to a transmission 
line sold for equal or greater value than a comparable lot located away from the transmission line.

Our research involved residential lot and subsequent improved single-family residential home sales in Pickens 
County, South Carolina. We collected sales data from 2000 through the third quarter of 2018 to analyze the 
impact, if any, that existing transmission line corridors have had on the sale price of adjacent residential 
properties.

Once these two groups were identified, pairings were made between vacant lot sales and subsequent 
improved home sales using various characteristics including distance, land area, and date of sale. The 
following table shows these paired vacant sales. Note that as vacant lot sales, all sales in parings 2 and 3 could 
be compared together. However, as indicated in the proceeding tables, their improvements were not as 
similar. Therefore, for the purposes of illustration, they are listed in the same pairings groups as the improved 
sales table.

Paired 

Group 

1 

1  
■■

2

No

No 
HHI

1 No 

1 No 

1 No

HAMILTON PARK 

HAMILTON PARK 

HAMILTON PARK

HAMILTON PARK

Sdf Drtf 

11/22/2005 

1/3/2007 

6W201A 

8/1V20K 

7/25/2014

7/2/2013

$159,900

$164,929

$160,880

$166,550

$178,753

_______________Qty
IAL WOODS WAY EASLEY 

EASLEY

EASLEY

EASLEY 

EASLEY 

EASLEY

Property

Distance from Power Unr Type At Sate

Garage Garage

Attached Detatched 

SF__________SF

410 

299 •

449

416

420

$131,450

$30,000 

$30000 

$30,000 

Szzxxn

Year Full Half Basement

Built Stories Beds Baths Baths

2006 1 3 2 0 1,703

2007 1 3 2 0 - 

2014 2 3

2014 2 3 2 0 1,846

2014 2 4 2 1 2.367

2013 2 4 2 1 2,041

Total Sale 

Address Sale Date Price

721 CARDINAL WOODS 11/26/2014 $143,000

6/26/2018

9/ W2014 

11/5/2014

CARDINAL WOODS 0000-0150 FT (ADJACENT) volt 

CARDINALWOODS O3O11OODFT vaunt

0000-0150 FT (ADJACENT) vacant 

0151-0500 FT vacant

00000150FT (ADJACENT) vacant 

0501-MOO FT vacant





Cardinal Woods 3Br/2Bth Home Sales

IkUJO*

Sao.co

• All sales highlighted in blue are adjacent to a transmission line
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After adjusting for market conditions, the home immediately adjacent to the transmission line sold for more 
than the home located away from the transmission line.

Based on the data presented in the graph above, we have determined that a market conditions adjustment 
of -25% applied to the 2018 sale of 128 Fledgling Way is considered reasonable to account for the increase 
in price between the two sale dates. It should be noted that the difference in size was also analyzed and did 
not warrant an adjustment for this subdivision. The following table reflects Paired Group 1 with a market 
conditions adjustment applied.

For group pairing 3, adjustments were necessary for market conditions and size. Utilizing the data of all 
improved home sales provided by the Pickens County Assessor's Office, we identified eleven sales between 
2013 - 2018 of homes in the Hamilton Park subdivision that consisted of two stories, four bedrooms, two full 
bathrooms, one half bathroom, a basement, and no garage. We have plotted the price per square foot of 
each of the eleven sales on the following graph.

• rrvetor W 

..........  FMinn |Pnr*P»r V)

Adjusted Total 

Sale Price 

$143,000 

$119,925

For group pairing 2, no adjustments for either sale were necessary. The home immediately adjacent to a 
transmission line sold for a greater price per square foot than the home located away from the transmission 
line.

For group pairing 1, a market conditions adjustment was necessary to account for the large difference in 
time between the two sales. Utilizing the data of all improved home sales provided by the Pickens County 
Assessor's Office, we identified sixteen sales between 2013 - 2018 of homes in the Cardinal Woods 
subdivision that consisted of single-story, three-bedroom, two-bathroom homes with a basement and an 
attached garage. We have plotted the price per square foot of each of the sixteen sales on the following 
graph.

«. Hoacn 
i so w 

Seo.oo 
I 
4

Paired

Group Add

1 721

1

$143,000

$159,900

S14100

SIMM

Total Sale

___SF Price

1,703

1,438

$0.00

4/1 null 1/I4/20H 1J/JT/JOI4 3/10/7014 9/J7/71I17 

fate Dole

Address___________________________ Sale Date

. „ CARDINAL WOODS WAY 11/26/2014 

128 FLEDGU NG WAY 6/26/2018

Market Conditions

________Adjustment 

0%

-25%

’ * . ' •





Hamilton Park 4Br/2.5BthHome Solos
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Market Adjusted Hamilton Park 4Br/2.5Bth Home Salos
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2,041

• All sales highlighted in blue are adjacent to a transmission line
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After adjusting for market conditions, the home immediately adjacent to the transmission line sold for 
approximately 1.42% less than the home located away from the transmission line. The minor difference in 
sales prices is too small to be considered significant. Therefore, there is no impact shown in this paired 
analysis.

Conclusion
Based on the analyses of sales of vacant lots and single-family homes, there does not appear to be an 
adverse impact on the sale price of a property that is adjacent to a transmission line.

Based on the data presented in the graph above, we have determined that a market conditions adjustment 
of +5% per year is considered reasonable. As shown on the following graph, we then plotted the market 
adjusted price per square foot of each of the eleven sales based on their gross living area.

t »«-•? 
A

Based on the data presented in the graph above, we have determined that the price per square foot 
decreases 10% for every 250 square feet increase in gross living area. The following table reflects Paired 
Group 3 with adjustments applied for market conditions and size.

-- i0«kcNrV|

Total Sale 

Price 

$166,550 

$178,753

IMO 1400

OonLMrflAm (W’

j

Sale Date SF
-------------

9/19/2013

Paired

Group Address____________

3 245 CREEKSIDE WAY

3 104 HAMILTON CT

Market Conditions Size Total Adjusted

_______ Adjustment Adjustment Sale Price 

0% OH________ $166,550

5% -10* $168,922

S»KIC'

B
4.
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Petition of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC for a 
finding that a building to shelter control 
equipment at the Rice Substation in Franklin 

County, Pennsylvania is reasonably necessary 
for the convenience or welfare of the public

Application of Transource Pennsylvania, LLC 
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STATEMENT NO. 14-R.I





Please state your name and business address.1 Q.

My name is David Ray Dominy. My business address is:2 A.

5 Riverway, Suite 2003

Houston, TX 770564

5

By whom are you employed and in what capacity?6 Q.

I am the Managing Director of JLL Valuation and Advisory Services - Houston.7 A.

8

Who are you testifying on behalf of in this proceeding?9 Q.

1 am testifying on behalf of Transource PA, LLC as to the potential impacts of high10 A.

voltage transmission lines (“HVTLs”) on properties located on and adjacent to the11

proposed Independence Energy Connection Project (“IEC Project”) in Southern12

13 Pennsylvania.

14

Have you previously submitted testimony in this proceeding?15 Q.

Yes, I submitted rebuttal testimony on November 27, 2018.16 A.

17

What is the purpose of your rejoinder testimony?18 Q.

I will respond to various assertions made by Citizens to Stop Transource York County19 A.

(“Citizens”) Ms. Krick in her surrebuttal testimony.20

21

Ms. Krick Claims on page 18, lines 6-8 of her surrebuttal testimony that the Wyman22 Q.

and Mothorpe 2018 Study involved properties “more similarly situated to the23

1
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farmlands in York Count)” than the properties that were the subject of my study.

2 Do you agree?

No. Ms. Krick’s claim is not correct. My study included actual farmland prices in3 A.

Wisconsin and Illinois. Wyman and Mothorpe studied residential subdivision lot prices,4

many of which were located along golf courses. Wyman and Mothorpe included no5

farmland price analysis.6

7

Ms. Krick also claims on page 20, lines 21 to 24 of her surrebuttal testimony that the8 Q.

Wyman and Mothorpe 2018 study has applicability “because it was a large-scale9

study involving over 5,000 sales.” How do you respond?10

As 1 pointed out in my rebuttal testimony at page 18, lines 21-22, only 74 of the sales in11 A.

the Wyman and Mothorpe study are located adjacent to power lines and those sales 

occurred over more than 16 years and involved fewer than 1.5 sales per year since 2009.13

14

Ms. Krick Claims at various places in her surrebuttal testimony (see, for example,15 Q.

page 19, lines 21 to 23) that there is somehow a potentially greater impact on16

properties that have “long views” of power lines or are in a “scenic viewshed” than17

there is for properties that immediately abut power lines. How do you respond?18

Ms. Krick provides no data to support her claim and her claim about an impact on19 A.

properties with “long views" is contrary to what other studies have found.20

Some of the agricultural land studies in the published power line impact literature I21

reviewed and summarized in my report involve power lines in areas with “long views" of22

power lines. For example, one study (Chalmers, Appraisal Journal, Winter 2012)23

2
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involved a study of rural land values in central and western Montana along an existing1

600-mile 500kV right-of-way. Many of the sales studied consisted of large acreage2

properties between 1,000 and 11,000 acres with long views of the power lines and with3

scenic or recreational character. That study found that power lines had little or no effect4

on prices and values of such properties. In fact, the study concluded as follows:5

6

7

8 A second study in Connecticut and Massachusetts (Chalmers & Voorvart, Appraisal

Journal, Summer 2009) of both rural and suburban land prices over a 10-year period9

10 along 345kV power lines reached a similar conclusion. In fact, it found that there was

less evidence of an adverse effect on prices of land with distant “long views” of multiple11

12 pow'er line structures than there was for smaller residential parcels adjacent or in close

13 proximity to the power lines. The authors concluded that properties with distant views of

14 power lines and/or power line structures actually resulted in a positive effect, with the

15 authors positing that “long views and the positive value of long views may outweigh any

negative effects of the HVTLs.”16

17

18 Q. Does this conclude your rejoinder testimony at this time?

19 Yes.A.

3
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Please state your name and business address.1 Q.

My name is James Michael Silva. My business address is Enertech Consultants, 4942 A.

3 Salmar Ave., Suite 200, Campbell, California, 95008.

4

5 Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity?

1 am President of Enertech Consultants.6 A.

7

8 What are your responsibilities in that position?Q.

Enertech is a scientific research and consulting firm that specializes in applied research9 A.

projects, engineering, exposure assessment, electromagnetic compatibility, and the10

11 development of computer software and instruments to calculate and measure EMF. As

12 President of Enertech, I have overall responsibility for all of the firm’s professional

activities.13

14

15 Q. Please summarize your background and experience.

I am a research engineer, specializing in issues related to electric and/or magnetic fields16 A.

17 (“EMF”). My work has included a broad range of topics, including instrumentation.

exposure assessment, transmission line design, shielding, audible noise, computer chip18

19 benchmark testing, electric vehicles, the Global Positioning System (“GPS”), wireless

20 technology, and electromagnetic compatibility. I have worked as a design, consulting.

and research engineer on electrical projects for about 45 years.21

22

1
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I Q. Please briefly describe your educational background.

I hold a Bachelor of Science degree in Engineering from the University of Alabama and a2 A.

3 Master of Science in Engineering from Auburn University.

4

5 Arc you a licensed Professional Engineer?Q.

6 Yes, I am a licensed professional engineer in electrical engineering in California and inA.

7 several other states.

8

9 Q. Please describe the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony.

10 I was asked to provide information about EMF, exposure assessment of EMF levels.A.

audible noise, and electromagnetic compatibility as they relate to the proposed11

12 Independence Energy Connection 230 kV transmission lines and in response to testimony

13 about these topics that was presehted in the public input hearings (see, e g., Tr. at pp. 138,

14 194, 462, 482-483, 672-673, 675, 707, 716. 805, 829, 876, 880, 1062, 1141).

15

16 Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your Rebuttal Testimony?

17 Yes, I am sponsoring the following exhibits:A.

18 TPA Exhibit No. JMS-1R: The Electromagnetic Spectrum

TPA Exhibit No. JMS-2R: GPS Signal Strength Under Transmission Lines19

20 TPA Exhibit No. JMS-3R: GPS and Cellular Antennas On/Under 1 ransmission Lines

TPA Exhibit No. JMS-4R: Activities Under or Near Transmission Lines21

22

2
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Please describe your work experience.Q.

I worked at the Southern Company from 1971 to 1977 in electric transmission line2 A.

design. At the Southern Company, I supervised a group responsible for transmission line3

design. As a supervising engineer, I was responsible for the design and engineering of4

high voltage electric transmission lines from 46 kV to 500 kV on the Southern5

Company's electric transmission system in Alabama. Florida, and Mississippi. These6

responsibilities included developing the engineering details and design specifications7

necessary for construction of these lines. I was also responsible for conducting studies of8

the electrical environment in the vicinity of high voltage electric transmission lines and9

substations, including calculations and measurements of EMF, audible noise, and10

evaluations of electromagnetic compatibility. In 1977, I was appointed Project Manager11

of the Alternating Current (“AC”) and Direct Current (“DC”) Research Program for the12

Electric Power Research Institute (“EPRI”) in Palo Alto, California. I was responsible13

14 for AC and DC electric transmission line research at several facilities located across

15 North America. These research projects included design considerations for electric lines,

evaluations of EMF, field induction, audible noise, spark discharge and corona studies.16

17 instrumentation for field measurements, and many other technical areas. From 1979 to

early 1982, I worked at a consulting engineering firm in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. My18

19 duties included managing and conducting several transmission line projects and various

transmission line design and engineering jobs nationwide. In 1982, I founded Enertech,20

which is a scientific and engineering research and consulting firm.21

22

Please describe some of Enertech’s work on EMF.23 Q-

3
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We perform work related to EMF in three broad areas. First, we conduct applied 1 A.

2 research projects involving EMF exposure assessment. In this area we have conducted 

3 the EMF exposure assessment and EMF evaluations for several major studies with 

researchers at the U.S. National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences (“N1EHS”),4

Johns Hopkins University, the University of North Carolina, the California Department 5

of Health Services, and the U.S. National Cancer Institute. Second, we develop and 6

manufacture high quality instrumentation for accurate measurement of EMF and conduct 7

8 a variety of measurement programs throughout the world. Our EMF measurement 

instruments are now used in 59 different countries. Third, we develop computer software9

10 for calculating EMF levels, analyzing measurement data and modeling EMF and

II electrical environments.

12

13 Q. What software have you developed for computer modeling of EMF environments

and exposures?14

15 A. Enertech designed and developed the computer software EXPOCALC, which is used for

16 calculating EMF from electric power lines and also for exposure modeling. EXPOCALC

was developed under my supervision and has been widely used. We also developed the17

18 EMF Workstation, which is a modern Windows-based software package for calculating

19 EMF in both simple and complex situations, including multiple power lines, substations,

20 and residential environments. The computer program ENVIRO for EMF modeling and

other software are part of the EMF Workstation, which is used throughout the world.21

22

23 Q. What instruments have you developed for measuring EMF?

4
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For measuring fields and conducting exposure assessment, we developed portable1 A.

EM DEX stands for Electric andinstrumentation known as the EMDEX system.2

Magnetic Digital Exposure meter. It is a portable instrument for measuring and recording3

EMF that can be worn on a belt. It contains a field meter circuit and a small on-board 4

computer which stores the recorded values of the measured fields. These are perhaps the 5

best data available to document a person’s exposure to a variety of magnetic field levels 6

and sources and to identify the variety of field levels that people typically encounter in 7

their everyday environments. We have developed several versions of the EMDEX for a8

9 range of measurement uses.

10

11 Q. Does your experience include making measurements of actual EMF from power

12 lines, substations, appliances and other electrical sources?

13 Yes, I have conducted extensive measurements of such fields throughout the UnitedA.

States and in other countries. This work has included measurements in a variety of14

15 everyday residential, commercial, and occupational settings, including extensive

16 measurements of agricultural operations.

17

18 Q. For what organizations has Enertech performed EMF exposure assessments or

19 EMF consulting work?

20 Enertech has performed EMF exposure assessments or EMF consulting work for electricA.

utilities in the United States, Australia, Great Britain, and Canada, and for a wide variety21

of other clients, including the National Cancer Institute, the United Nations (New York22

headquarters building), Stanford University, the Bay Area Rapid Transit District, Kaiser23

5
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1 Permanente Hospitals, the San Diego Transit Authority, the San Antonio Express-News,

2 the Montana Department of Environmental Quality, Davies Medical Center, CISCO

3 Systems, the State of Nevada Regional Planning Agency, Los Angeles Unified School

District (CA), school districts in other states, the City of Austin, Texas, the United States4

Navy and United States Air Force, Walt Disney Company, and the Wisconsin Public5

Service Commission, among others.6

7

8 Are you active in any professional organizations?Q.

9 I am a Senior Member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (“IEEE”). IA.

10 am presently a member of and served for about 10 years as the Secretary of the IEEE

11 Power Engineering Society’s Corona & Field Effects working group. I also have served

12 as a peer-reviewer of technical papers submitted for publication in a number of scientific

13 and engineering journals for the IEEE, among others.

14

15 Q. Have you served on any other technical committees on electric transmission lines?

16 A. I served as a member of the National Electrical Safety Code (“NESC”) Committee of the

17 Southeastern Electric Exchange. The Committee was responsible for ongoing review of

18 proposed technical revisions and future recommendations for the NESC. 1 have also been

an advisor on United States Department of Energy transmission line research projects,19

20 and in the late 1970s I participated in the United States-Soviet Union Scientific

Exchange Program on electric transmission lines and EMF as a U.S. representative in21

22 meetings with Soviet scientists conducted by the U.S. Department of State.

6
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1 Q. Have you received any special recognition for your work involving electric power

2 lines and EMF exposure assessment?

3 1 have received awards for my work on IEEE and CIGRE technical papers and my workA.

on technical committees. I have also been an invited guest lecturer at The Ohio State4

5 University Electrical Engineering Distinguished Lecture Series and at the University of

6 Texas at the Power System Seminar Lecture Series and the Power Distribution

I was also a Lloyd Hunt Distinguished Lecturer in Power7 Conference in Austin.

Engineering at the University of Southern California.8 In 2014, I was named a

Distinguished Engineering Fellow of the College of Engineering at the University of9

10 Alabama.

II

12 DISCUSSION OF EMF

13 Q- What are EMF?

The term EMF refers to electric and/or magnetic fields. EMF are created wherever there14 A.

15 is a flow of electricity. A field is a space or region in which an influence can be said to

exist. For example, a temperature field exists in the space around a hot or cold object and16

a gravity field exists due to the Earth. The EMF associated with alternating electric17

18 power are created as a result of electrical voltage, which creates the electric field, and the

19 flow of electric current, which creates the magnetic field. In the United States, these

fields are known as power frequency or 60 Hertz (Hz) fields (Hz is a unit that measures20

the frequency of the field oscillations in cycles per second). For alternating current21

electric power in the United States, the voltage and electric current reverse direction, at a22
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rate of 60 cycles per second. The EMF associated with alternating current electric power I

in the United States therefore has a frequency of 60 Hz.2

A 60 Hz electric field is the field associated with the voltage on the conductors 3

(energized wires) of an electric power line or electrical device. The units commonly used 4

to describe an electric field are volts per meter (V/m) or kilovolts per meter (kV/m = 5

1,000 V/m). One characteristic of a 60 Hz electric field from a transmission line is that it 6

decreases rapidly with distance from source. Electric fields also are shielded by objects 7

such as trees, hedges, houses, buildings, or other conducting materials.8

A 60 Hz magnetic field is the field associated with the flow of electric current on9

an electric power line, wires, or in an electrical device, such as an appliance. The most10

common unit used by engineers to describe a magnetic field is the Gauss (G) or11

milligauss (mG). One milligauss equals 1/1000 of a Gauss (1 mG = 0.001 G). One12

characteristic of a 60 Hz magnetic field from a transmission line is that it decreases13

rapidly with distance from source. Magnetic fields are not as easily shielded as electric 14

15 fields.

16

17 Q. What are some common sources of 60 Hz EMF?

18 Wiring in homes, businesses, and schools, power lines, lighting, home appliances, powerA.

tools, and electrical equipment in offices and medical or industrial facilities are all19

common sources of EMF.20

21

Are 60 Hz power line fields the same as the radio-frequency fields used for wireless22 Q.

communications, such as television, radios and cellular telephones?23

8
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No, 60 Hz power line fields are known as “Extremely Low Frequency” (“ELF”) fields.1 A.

The radio-frequency and microwave fields used for wireless communications and other2

systems such as GPS arc much higher frequency fields. TPA Exhibit No. JMS-1R shows3

the range of frequencies which make up the electromagnetic spectrum. On the far left is4

the ELF range of the spectrum, where electrical appliances and electric power lines5

typical operate. The spectrum increases in frequency as it moves to the right. AM6

radios, for example, operate at a much higher frequency, approximately one million Hz7

(or 1 MHz). FM radio operates at an even higher frequency, approximately 100 million8

Television signals are at several hundred million Hz while the9 Hz (100 MHz).

microwave frequency range starts at about a billion Hz (1,000 MHz, or 1 GHz). GPS10

operates in this microwave frequency range—between about 1.2 billion and 1.5 billionII

Hz. Cell phones also operate in microwave frequency bands just below and just above12

GPS. at about 0.9 and 1.8 billion Hz. These much higher frequency fields are not the13

same as the 60 Hz low frequency EMF from power lines.14

15

16 Q. Have you conducted measurements of 60 Hz magnetic fields from sources in

17 everyday environments?

18 A. Yes, many times. Enertech has conducted most of the large EMF measurement programs

19 in the United States, including the 1,000 Home and the 1,000 Person studies, both of

20 which included EMF measurements in Pennsylvania. The results of some of these

measurements have been reported in the peer-reviewed literature. Table JMS-1 shows a21

22 range of magnetic field levels associated with the normal use of everyday appliances in

23 homes, as well as a maximum field level in the region close to the appliance. The range

9
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of measured values reflects variations in the field levels from different brands or models 1

of appliances and also variations depending on how far away the appliance is from the 2

measuring point during normal use. An appliance used near the head would result in a 3

higher exposure to the head and a lower exposure at waist level, with the maximum 4

exposure occurring where the appliance is touched. Using the measurements for the 5

electric razor as an example, when you hold the razor and shave your face, you could 6

7 experience fields as high as 6,800 mG at your hand. The rest of your body would 

experience fields anywhere from about 50-300 mG at your head and less near the waist.8

TABLE JMS-1: Magnetic Fields (mG) from Appliances

Body LocationAppliance Type

WaistRange 1-80 175-625

Refrigerator Chest 1-8 12-187

Microwave Oven Waist 3-40 65-812

Can Opener Waist 30-225 288-2,750

WaistToaster 2-6 9

Coffee Maker Waist 1 -2 4-25

Electric Shaver Head 50 - 300 500 - 6,875

Mixer Waist 2-11 16-387

WaistDishwasher 1-15 28-712

Electric Blanket Waist 3-50 65

HeadBlow Dryer 1-75 112-2,125

WaistComputer 1-25 49- 1,875

Chest 1-23Sewing Machine 26-1,125

ChestElectric Drill 56-194 300-1,500

WaistCircular Saw 19-48 84 - 562

10
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Waist 1-24 45-93

Waist 1-40 50 - 2,000

Are people exposed to EMF from electrical appliances for only a few minutes or1 Q.

2 hours a day?

Many appliances are used for only a relatively short length of time and the field level3 A.

decreases rapidly with distance away from the appliance. However, each activity and4

location in a home, at work, in a store or other environments can have its own sources of5

EMF that people routinely encounter. Some common magnetic fields sources are not at6

all evident to most people, such as currents flowing on water pipes under the floor or the7

rotation of the steel-belted radial tires of an automobile or truck. People move from one8

activity to the next and from location to location throughout the day, and this can result in9

an almost continuous range of exposures in a typical day, ranging from less than 1 mG to

several hundred or even thousands of mG.11

12

13 Q- Are EMF found in most everyday locations?

Yes. Measurements have been made of EMF in many different environments, including14 A.

15 homes, offices, schools, factories, hospitals and other public locations such as restaurants.

16 shops, and stores. Table JMS-2 summarizes the range of EMF levels measured in some

17 of these everyday environments. The range of exposure levels extends from below 1 mG

to well over 1,000 mG in these different environments.18
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TABLE JMS-2: EMF Levels Measured at Public Locations

Location Range of Measured Magnetic Field

Public Libraries 0.3-1,659 mG

Old Courthouse (Virginia) 0.3 - 260 mG

Supermarket (Texas) 1 - 568 mG

State Capitol (Pennsylvania) 0.5-29 mG

Video Store (Wisconsin) 1 - 363 mG

Electric Trains 0.1 -330 mG

Coffee Shop 0.5 - 923 mG

Large Discount Store 1-401 mG

Bookstore (Virginia) 1-21 mG

Ice Cream Store 1-1,710 mG

Shopping Mall Food Court 2-230mG

Hospital ICU 0.1-220 mG

Airliners 0.8 - 24 mG

Desks near Electric Wiring 18-50 mG

Did you evaluate the EMF levels for the proposed 230 kV transmission lines?1 Q.

Yes. I calculated EMF levels for both the East transmission line (Furnace Run to2 A.

3 Conastone) and the West transmission line (Rice to Ringgold). In general, EMF levels

are affected by line height above ground, configuration (arrangement) and spacing of the4

phase conductors, line voltage, and the amount and direction of current (electrical5

loading) on the line. I calculated EMF levels based on engineering information (line6

geometry and loading data) provided by Transource engineers. EMF values were7
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calculated at the location where the conductors sag the most (typically at mid-span).1

EMF levels were evaluated for the maximum on the right-of-way (“ROW") and for the 2

level at the edges of a 130-foot wide ROW. Magnetic field levels were calculated for an 3

average annual loading case and also for a short-term heavy loading case. Electric field 4

calculations were done using a 5 percent overvoltage case for all transmission lines (e.g.5

230 kV was calculated using 242 kV). Transmission line voltages are held in a relatively 6

narrow range and the electric field levels do not vary based on load.7

8

What do your EMF calculations for the proposed 230 kV transmission lines show?9 Q-

The calculated electric fields for the proposed 230 kV transmission lines are 4.48 kV/m10 A.

(maximum on right-of-way) and 0.26 kV/m (edge of right-of-way) for both the East and11

12 West 230 kV transmission lines. Table JMS-3 shows the calculated magnetic field levels

for the proposed transmission lines under typical or average loading (1050 Amps for the13

East line and 1062.5 Amps for the West line) and short-term heavy loading (1500 Amps14

for the East line and 1350 Amps for the West line) loading conditions.15

TABLE JMS-3 - Proposed Line Magnetic Fields in mG

Load Case Maximum on ROW ROW Edges

East Line

Typical 137 61.3

Short-Term Heavy 195.7 87.5

West Line

138.6Typical 62

176.1Short-Term Heavy 78.8

13
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1 Q. Are you aware of any standards for public exposures to power frequency magnetic

2 fields?

There are no federal or state magnetic field exposure limits in Pennsylvania. Only two3 A.

states have adopted magnetic field exposure limits for transmission lines. New York has4

a limit of 200 mG for magnetic fields at the edge of transmission line right-of-ways;5

Florida has an edge of right-of-way limit of 150 mG for 230 kV lines. These standards6

were developed based on EMF levels from existing transmission lines and were designed7

so that the EMF levels from new lines would be similar to the existing levels. In8

addition, two well-respected international expert organizations have developed voluntary9

guidelines for the general public’s exposure to magnetic fields. The International10

Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation (“ICNIRP”) in 1998 recommend that for the11

general public, 60 Hz magnetic field exposures should not exceed 2,000 mG. Another12

expert group, the International Committee on Electromagnetic Safety (“ICES”) of the13

IEEE has recommended that public exposures to 60 Hz magnetic fields not exceed 9,04014

mG. The exposure guidelines from both of these organizations allow significantly higher15

magnetic field exposures in the workplace. To summarize, the EMF levels for the16

17 proposed Transource lines are below the recommended ranges for public exposures and

18 the magnetic fields are within the range that people can experience in their normal living

19 and working environments.

20

Will EMF from the proposed transmission lines be incompatible with activitiesQ.21

22 under or near the lines?

14
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1 Throughout the United States there are a very wide variety of activities under and nearA.

transmission lines that 1 have observed during my professional career. These include2

3 residential and commercial land uses, schools, sports fields, farming, playgrounds, tennis

courts, horse trails and other recreational activities. TPA Exhibit No. JMS-4R shows4

photographs that I have taken of some of these many types of activities under and around5

high voltage transmission lines. New uses for transmission line easements continue to6

emerge. For example, results from recent research found that transmission line right-of-7

ways can support more varied and richer native bee communities than nearby grassy8

fields. This research included evaluations of bee populations under 115 kV, 230 kV, 3459

kV, and 500 kV transmission lines which found no negative effects on bee populations,10

behavior, or other activities under the lines. Since it is likely that land use changes and11

12 pesticides used in farming are having an effect on native bees, transmission line

easements provide an opportunity for an abundance of new contiguous bee-friendly13

14 habitat.

15

16 DISCUSSION OF AUDIBLE NOISE

17 Did you evaluate audible noise levels from the proposed transmission lines?Q.

Yes, I evaluated the audible noise level for the proposed 230 kV lines. All transmission18 A.

19 lines can produce some level of corona activity, which occurs when the electric field

located at the surface of a transmission line conductor causes a tiny electrical discharge20

on the conductor. Corona activity can generate a small amount of sound, particularly in21

inclement weather. High-voltage transmission lines, including the proposed 230 kV22

transmission lines, are designed to reduce effects produced by corona on the conductors.23
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1 Audible noise is commonly measured in decibels on a weighting scale to 

2 characterize human response to sound called “dB(A)”. An increase or decrease of I 

3 dB(A) of sound is not perceptible to the human ear, a change of 3 dB(A) is barely 

perceptible, and 10 dB(A) is perceived as twice as loud. Normal breathing is about 10 4

5 dB(A) and a whisper is about 30 dB(A). Based on the engineering information I received 

from Transource, I calculated audible noise levels under fair and rainy weather 6

7 conditions. As shown in Table JMS-4 below, at EROW the audible noise levels from the 

8 proposed transmission line will be very low, even lower than other typical 230 kV lines 

9 due to the use of larger diameter bundled sub-conductors.

Table JMS-4 - Audible Noise for Proposed Transmission Lines in dB(A)

Fair Weather Rain

9.2 34.2EROW

11.8Max Under Line 36.8

10 Q. How do the audible noise levels from the proposed transmission lines compare to

11 sound levels in other locations?

Depending on weather conditions, the sound levels for the proposed lines at EROW will12 A.

13 range from about 9 to 34 dB(A) and the maximum directly under the transmission line is

14 only about 2 dB(A) higher. As shown in Table JMS-5 below, sound levels in this range

are below the sound levels inside a library, in a typical suburb at night, or the low range15

of sounds from a light wind or a light rain falling.16
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TABLE JMS-5 - Typical Sound Levels for Everyday Locations

Source/Location

95

86

80

80

75

68

60

60

60-70

50

50

47-53

44

41-63

36-61

40

40

35

20

20

0

1 DISCUSSION OF STRAY VOLTAGE

Will there be any “stray voltage” from the proposed 230 kV transmission lines?2 Q-

The term "stray voltage" generally describes a voltage between two objects where no3 A.

voltage difference should exist. Typically, high voltage overhead transmission lines do4

not create stray voltage problems. Commonly accepted sources of stray voltage on a5

17
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farm include a variety of internal electrical wiring problems, as well as non-farm related1

problems (such as high resistance wires and connections between a farm and the local2

low voltage electric distribution system). Because “stray voltage” is not a feature of the3

operation of a transmission line, no problems related to stray voltage would be expected4

5 from the proposed 230 kV transmission lines.

6

7 Q. Will electric fields from the proposed 230 kV transmission lines cause shocks under

the line?8

Under certain conditions, electric fields under transmission lines can induce a small9 A.

electric current on large vehicles such as trucks under or very close to the lines. In10

practice, the electric field strength beneath high voltage power lines is constrained by the11

12 NESC to prevent harmful electric shocks to people when they touch large conductive

objects such as trucks parked beneath the transmission lines. The purpose of the NESC is13

“the practical safeguarding of persons, utility facilities, and affected property” during the14

installation, operation, and maintenance of electric supply lines.15 The Transource

transmission lines will be designed to comply with the NESC and the proposed16

clearances above ground are more than that required by the NESC, therefore such shocks17

would not be expected under most conditions.18

19

DISCUSSION OF GPS AND CELL PHONE COMPATIBILITY20

21 Q. Have you done any work related to GPS signals?

Yes, I have performed a number of projects related to use of GPS. 1 directed Enertech’s22 A.

development of the Global Positioning System Personal Acquisition Logger (“GPS-23
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PAL”), a portable, wearable GPS device, which collects and stores position data obtained 1

using GPS. These GPS meters were used in a University of Washington study to 2

3 evaluate and collect location data on children in the state of Washington for exposure 

assessment of pesticides in orchards and on farms. Enertech also helped develop the 4

software for a system using GPS to monitor the position of commercial fishing boats at 5

6 sea for US Coast Guard compliance. The on-board GPS system would continuously 

monitor boat locations to protect against fishing within restricting areas. We also assisted 7

8 in the development of a system that uses GPS and other instrumentation for detecting the 

location of oil leaks from underground high pressure pipe-type systems in New York9

10 City.

I also have performed a technical study of the potential for electric power lines to11

affect use of GPS in precision agriculture applications. The study characterized user12

aspects of GPS, assessed possible sources of interference and evaluated the potential for13

high voltage electric lines to affect GPS use. Enertech has also recently completed a14

study with the University of California-Los Angeles (“UCLA”) to accurately determine15

16 distance from buildings to the nearest overhead electric transmission line using high

precision survey-grade GPS equipment directly under high voltage lines (115 kV to 50017

kV). In addition, I have taught a series of fourteen one-day GPS seminars attended by18

over 400 people at locations across the United States (including in Pennsylvania); topics19

included a detailed technical overview of the GPS system, differential correction20

21 concepts, satellite signals, power system environments, performance considerations and

GPS accuracy augmentations, including RTK applications. Further, Enertech has also22

performed numerous studies related to a variety of electromagnetic compatibility issues.23
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For example, we have done studies for Washington University in St. Louis to evaluate 1

2 and mitigate potential interference to the University’s Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

3 equipment from magnetic fields created by operation of the MetroLink light rail system.

We also have conducted electromagnetic interference evaluations for the U.S. Air Force,4

Amtrak, Stanford University, IBM, Walt Disney Company, Neil Young recording studio.5

and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, among others.6

7

8 Q. Some members of the public stated concerns about EMF from the transmission line

9 interfering with the operation of GPS systems (see e.g., Tr. at pp. 137-38). Please

10 briefly explain how GPS systems operate?

GPS was originally designed by the U.S. military to provide year-round navigation and11 A.

positioning data. The primary components of GPS are the GPS satellites, ground control12

13 stations, and the user’s GPS receiver (sometimes called the rover). In addition, there may

14 be a supplemental source used for GPS error correction that is broadcast to the user to

15 improve accuracy. The GPS space segment consists of a constellation of satellites

transmitting microwave radio signals to users. The Air Force manages the constellation16

to ensure the availability of at least 24 GPS satellites 95 percent of the time. For the past17

several years, the Air Force has been flying about 31 operational GPS satellites, plus18

19 three to four decommissioned satellites ("residuals") that can be reactivated if needed.

Each of the GPS satellites travel at a speed of about 9,000 mph and circle the earth twice20

a day; they are located in six equally-spaced orbital planes surrounding the earth. These21

satellites are used by GPS receivers to determine position, velocity and time. There are22

many modem applications that rely on GPS, including the U.S. military, precision23
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agriculture, maritime navigation, mining operations, commercial and general aviation.I

automobile and truck navigation, positive train control, electric power and 2

3 telecommunications system operations, and emergency services guidance and location 

4 functions.

It is important to understand that there are always some systematic errors in using5

6 GPS. These errors are caused by things like atmospheric effects and small errors in the 

7 satellite orbits and in their clocks. Many modem applications, such as precision 

agriculture, surveying, or agricultural aviation, require greater accuracy than GPS 8

receivers alone can deliver. Accuracy improvements were developed for precision9

applications by evaluating the systematic errors at some fixed location and broadcasting10

corrections to significantly reduce these errors for the nearby user. This augmentation is11

12 generally called “differential corrections” and these methods have improved over time to

13 provide enhanced accuracy. There are several methods available to provide error

14 corrections depending on the accuracy required. In general, the error correction

15 information is supplied to the user from a satellite or terrestrial base station (corrections

16 can also be supplied over the internet via a cell phone link). A popular approach to

17 greatly improving accuracy is accomplished by a method called Real Time Kinematic, or

18 RTK. This method is used in many precision agriculture applications. Another popular

accuracy augmentation method developed by the Federal Aviation Administration19

20 (“FAA”) is called the Wide Area Augmentation System (“WAAS”), and it is used in

many aviation applications, including agricultural aviation or aerial applications. It is21

also used in many ground-based applications because it is free, reliable, and readily22

available.23
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Have you conducted prior research on the potential for transmission lines and EMF1 Q-

2 to interfere with GPS signals?

Yes, I conducted a research project to evaluate whether GPS devices are adversely3 A.

affected by EMF from electric power lines or power line facilities. The research involved4

an engineering analysis and extensive measurements of a variety of parameters under5

transmission lines up to 345 kV and 500 kV. As an initial matter, for electrical6

interference to occur with the GPS signal, there must be a source of undesired electrical7

noise in the frequency band used by the GPS receiver. 60 Hz transmission lines do not8

produce any significant level of noise at the much higher frequency of the GPS satellite9

signals of around 1,227 to 1,575 MHz (1 MHz = I million Hertz). A second possible10

mechanism of interference might be partial blocking of the satellite signals (called signal11

scattering) by the overhead wires. An engineering analysis showed that this was not12

possible due to the small "electrical size" of power line conductors and large height above13

ground of the electric wires relative to a GPS signal wavelength.14

15 In addition to this analysis, I conducted many practical experiments in which 1

evaluated GPS positioning accuracy and repeatability, as well as the strength and16

17 consistency of GPS satellite signals under and around high voltage transmission lines

using a precision agriculture GPS receiver and data logging equipment. This was done to18

see if there was any change in either the positioning accuracy, repeatability, or the19

20 strength of the received satellite signals under and around high voltage 345 kV and 500

kV transmission lines. I performed this test in both fair and in rainy weather to evaluate21

various weather conditions. Some of my measurements of GPS signals under22

transmission lines are shown in TPA Exhibit No. JMS-2R. In addition. I monitored any23
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effects on differential corrections. The measurements of GPS signal strength under 1

multiple-circuit 120 kV, 345 kV. and 500 kV transmission lines in both fair and rainy 2

weather showed no effects on positioning accuracy or on GPS signal strength. These 3

measurements confirmed that electric transmission lines did not interfere with nearby 4

operation of precision agriculture GPS receivers. TPA Exhibit No. JMS-3R shows GPS 5

and cell phone antennas mounted on transmission line towers; this would not be done if 6

the transmission lines interfered with these devices.7

8

9 Q. Are there other possible causes of electronic interference with GPS satellite signals?

The most common causes of electronic interference to GPS satellites are things like10 A.

proximity to strong FM radio station antennas, the quartz oscillator in a computer or a11

clock radio, some vehicle ignition systems, and certain two-way radios, including walkie-12

talkies. The hannonics of certain TV, FM radio stations and marine aviation and military13

radars have also been known to interfere with GPS. Alternating current electric power 14

15 transmission lines in the United States, such as the proposed Project operate at 60 Hz, and

characterized by relatively pure 60 Hz16

sinusoidal waves, there will be very little harmonic content (higher frequency fields) 17

18 from the proposed transmission line and none in the I billion Hz range of GPS signals.

19

Will the EMF from the proposed 230 kV transmission lines interfere with the use of20 Q-

21 cellular phones near the line?

As is the case with GPS systems, cellular telephones use signals (generally in the 90022 A.

and 1,900 MHz ranges) at much higher frequencies than the 60 Hz power frequency EMF23
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1 from transmission lines. Because the proposed transmission lines will not produce any 

2 significant level of these higher frequency fields, operation of the line will not interfere 

3 with cellular telephone communications.

4

5 PROFESSIONAL OPINION

6 Q. Based on your education, training and experience as a professional engineer and 

7 specialist in EMF exposure assessment, have you formed an opinion about the EMF

8 from the proposed Independence Energy Connection 230 kV transmission lines?

9 A. Yes, I have.

10

II Q. What is that opinion?

12 A. There is nothing unusual about the design of the proposed 230 kV transmission lines or

13 the EMF from the lines. The lines are designed to comply with or exceed the National

14 Electrical Safety Code. There arc well over 200,000 miles of 230 kV or higher voltage

15 transmission lines in operation throughout the U.S. today. Also, 230 kV transmission

16 lines have been in operation for close to 100 years in Pennsylvania (Wallenpaupack-

17 Siegfried line in 1926). The calculated EMF levels for the proposed lines are similar to

18 EMF levels from other 230 kV transmission lines already in operation in Pennsylvania

19 and throughout the country. The EMF levels and the transmission lines will not interfere

20 with GPS signals or other wireless communications under normal operational use, and

21 the audible noise levels will be very low. The EMF levels are below the recommended

22 ranges for public exposures and the magnetic fields are within the range that people can

23 experience in their normal living and working environments.
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Docs this conclude your written Rebuttal Testimony?I Q.

Yes, although I reserve the right to supplement my Rebuttal Testimony.

25
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TP A Exhibit No. JMS-1R
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TPA Exhibit No. JMS-2R

GPS Signal Strength Under Transmission Lines

GPS C/N vs Distance Across 345 kV Easement (Site #1)
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TPA Exhibit No. JMS-3R

GPS and Cell Phone Antennas are Commonly Installed on/under Transmission Lines
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TPA Exhibit No. JMS-4R

Common Activities Under or Near Transmission Lines

Soccer field (Left) by HV transmission line and dog park (right) under several 230 kV lines (Florida)

1

The following are just a few examples of the wide variety of land uses and activities that 
occur near or under high voltage transmission lines throughout the United States.

■mIHH

Middle school near double circuit 138 kV line (Texas)





TPA Exhibit No. JMS-4R

New homes near 230 kV and 500 kV lines (above- CA) and double circuit 345 kV (below- TX)
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TPA Exhibit No. JMS-4R

New home construction near 345 kV line (Nebraska)

Cattle under 115 kV line (left- Nebraska) and 345 kV line (right- North Dakota)
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School next to 115 kV line (left- Texas) and 500 kV line (right- California)

Playground under 230 kV line with adjacent 345 kV line (Minnesota)
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Farming under high voltage transmission line (Nebraska)
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Tennis courts under double circuit 230 kV line (CA)
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Farming under 345 kV lines (top-Nebraska and bottom- Kansas)
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Horses under high voltage transmission lines: Ohio, California. Indiana, Oregon, Texas)

Horse farm and training area under 500 kV lines (Pennsylvania)
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Church next to double circuit 345 kV line (Indiana)

City Park under double circuit 230 kV transmission line (CA)
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Park pathway under 230 kV line (Florida)
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Bees under 230 kV lines (left and middle- CA) and 500 kV line (right- CA)
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Condominiums next to and overlooking high voltage substation (Lincoln, NE)

10
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Double circuit 230 kV transmission line on three sides of Disneyland (Anaheim, California)
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Please state your name and business address.Q

My name is Nancy C. Lee. My business address is 336 12th Street SE, Washington DC2 A.

3 20003.

4

Where are you employed?5 Q.

I am a medical doctor, medical epidemiologist and public health specialist. Since 2016, 6 A.

when 1 retired as the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Health (Women’s Health) and7

Director of the Office on Women’s Health in the U.S. Department of Health & Human8

Services (“HHS”), 1 have been self-employed as an independent consultant on public9

health, epidemiology, women’s health, and cancer prevention issues.10

12 What is a medical epidemiologist?Q.

Epidemiology is the basic science of public health. Epidemiologists use health data and13 A.

statistical analysis to study the incidence and risks of diseases and conditions in human 14

populations. A medical epidemiologist is an epidemiologist who also is a medical doctor.15

16

Please summarize your educational background.17 Q.

18 I received a B.A. in mathematics (Summa cum Laude) from the University of Texas atA.

Austin in 1971. In that year, I was named an Outstanding Woman of the University of19

20 Texas. In 1974, I entered medical school at Baylor College of Medicine in Houston,

and earned my medical degree in 1977 (cum Laude). After receiving my M.D., 121

completed an internship in Obstetrics-Gynecology and a residency in internal Medicine22

at the University of Pennsylvania. 1 then was accepted into the Centers for Disease23

1
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Control and Prevention’s Epidemic Intelligence Service in 1981, which is a selective and

rigorous two-year post-graduate training program in epidemiology and public health2

research and practice. I completed that program in 1983, which is equivalent to a3

Master’s program in Public Health.4

5

What is the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (“CDC”)?6 Q.

The CDC is the leading governmental public health agency in the United States. The7 A.

CDC is an agency in the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services. The overall8

mission of CDC is to protect the health of Americans by identifying public health9

problems, and developing and implementing strategies to address those problems.10

12 Q. Please describe your professional experience.

After 1 completed the CDC Epidemic Intelligence Service, I was offered a position as a13 A.

medical epidemiologist at CDC’s Division of Reproductive Health in the Epidemiologic14

Studies Branch. 1 worked there as an epidemiologist and then deputy branch chief until15

16 1991, when I became a chief of the Epidemiology and Statistics Branch in CDC’s

17 Division of Cancer Prevention and Control (“DCPC”). In each of these positions, 1

conducted epidemiology and public health research, and supervised the public healthIS

19 research.conducted by physicians, epidemiologists, and statisticians in the Branch. My

work in this period included epidemiology studies on a range of public health issues,20

including major analyses of data from the then largest-ever case-control study to identify21

22

23 nationwide clinical surveillance system to monitor outcomes of breast and cervical cancer

2
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risk factors for breast, endometrial, and ovarian cancers. I also designed a new



screening as part of the National Breast and Cervical Cancer Early Detection Program.

This system is still in use today and continues to yield important data for evaluating the 2

effectiveness of the cancer screening program, and for researching clinical, policy and 3

public health issues related to the detection and treatment of breast and cervical cancer in 4

the United States.5

From 1993 to 1999, I was the Associate Director for Science for DCPC. In that 6

capacity, I was the division’s chief scientist and provided scientific, medical, and 7

epidemiologic review and guidance to the Division Director and staff, led efforts to 8

translate scientific knowledge into public health policy, and participated in designing and9

conducting research projects.10

In 1999, I was named the Director of DCPC. The DCPC is the division at CDC 

that develops public health programs and strategies for cancer prevention and control in12

the U.S. The division also conducts surveillance and research in support of its mission.13

As Director of the DCPC, I was responsible for developing arid implementing the vision,14

goals and priorities of the Division. 1 also managed the activities of over 130 public15

health professionals and an annual budget of $280 million for public health research and16

programs. 1 served as Director until 2004, when I retired from the CDC. From 2004 -17

2011, I worked as an independent consultant on public health, epidemiology and cancer18

prevention issues.19

In 2011, 1 was selected as the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Health (Women’s20

Health) and Director of the Office on Women’s Health, which is part of the Office of the21

Secretary, HHS. I developed and coordinated the Department’s priorities on women’s22

health, and worked with other federal agencies and outside partners. A major focus of23

3
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my work was to translate science and clinical medicine into public health policies that 1

would enhance women’s health, such as access to medical care and preventive services. I 2

served in this capacity until late-2016, when I retired from federal service.3

4

What types of epidemiology and public health research have you conducted?Q.5

My epidemiology and public health research has focused on the causes and detection of 6 A.

cancers, reproductive health issues, and the use of public health resources for cancer 7

prevention and control. 1 have analyzed existing epidemiology and surveillance data, and8

have designed new disease surveillance systems, case-control studies, and population9

These research studies have been conducted in the United States, Latin10 surveys.

American, and Africa. In addition to conducting epidemiology research, I have served as11

a scientific advisor on epidemiology and public health issues to the White House, the12

National Cancer Institute, . the U.S. Institute of Medicine, the Food and Drug13

Administration, the World Health Organization, the American Cancer Society, and for 14

public health research in Africa, China, Indonesia, and Scandinavia.15

16

Has your scientific research been published in peer-reviewed scientific journals?Q.17

Yes, 1 have published over 100 articles involving causes of cancer, as well as other18 A.

epidemiology and public health research and programs in peer-reviewed scientific19

journals such as The New England Journal of Medicine, the American Journal of20

Epidemiology, the Journal of the American Medical Association, the Journal of the21

National Cancer Institute, Cancer, the American Journal of Public Health, Cancer22

Causes and Control, the American Journal of Preventive Medicine, and the International23
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Journal of Cancer, among others.

2

How much of your professional career have you devoted to public health issues?3 Q.

My entire professional career has been devoted to public health.4 A.

5

Have you been licensed to practice medicine?6 Q.

Yes, I was initially licensed in Pennsylvania during my residency at the University of7 A.

Pennsylvania. When I began working at CDC, I obtained a license to practice medicine8

9

board certified in Internal Medicine (now inactive).10

Have you received any awards for your professional work in epidemiology and12 Q.

13 public health?

A. Yes, 1 have received a number of Public Health Service awards including a14

Commendation Medal (1987), two Unit Commendations (1987, 1992), an Honor Award15

(1989), and an Outstanding Service Medal (1990). In 2004, 1 was a finalist for the CDC’s16

Shephard Award for Lifetime Scientific Achievement, an award given annually to a17

single individual in honor of a body of outstanding scientific work over many years at18

CDC.19

20

21 Please describe the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony.Q.

22 A number of people who spoke at the public input hearings said they had concerns aboutA'.

23

5
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in Georgia. As I have retired from patient care, both licenses are inactive. I also was

EMF and health. {See, e.g., Tr. at pp. 138-139, 148, 353-354, 546-547, 565-567, 673,



712, 790, 820-821, 845, 921-22, 1035-1036, 1071-1072, 1142) 1 was asked to provide 

2 information about the scientific research on EMF and health, in particular childhood 

3 cancer, from the perspective of a medical doctor and a specialist in epidemiology and 

public health. In addition to reviewing the scientific materials discussed below, 1 have 4

5 reviewed information about EMF levels in the rebuttal testimony of Mr. Silva, as well as 

6 some background materials and maps in order to gain a general understanding of the 

proposed 230 kV transmission lines and their routes.7

8

Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your Rebuttal Testimony?9 Q.

10 No, I am not.A.

How did you conduct your evaluation of the scientific research on EMF?12 Q.

13 I concentrated my review on the epidemiologic research involving EMF and cancers,A.

14 particularly childhood leukemia, as this has been an area of principal interest in recent

15- years. I conducted literature searches to identify relevant studies, then reviewed and

16 evaluated the studies. 1 also examined scientific reviews of EMF research prepared by

17 reputable public health entities such as the U.S. National Cancer Institute (“NCI”) and the

World Health Organization (“WHO”), in conducting my evaluation, I followed the same18

19 methodologies I have used throughout my professional career to evaluate epidemiologic

20 and public health issues.

21

22 Q. Could you briefly describe epidemiology?

6
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As I mentioned previously, epidemiology is a Held of science that uses health data andA.

statistical analysis to study the incidence and risks of disease in human populations.•2

Epidemiology grew out of the effort to understand epidemics and is used in public health3

to identify causes of disease and health conditions and ways to prevent them.4

5

experiment, the researcher administers an exposure to cells or animals while holding6

other conditions constant, and then examines the effects the exposure has had on the cells7

In contrast, epidemiology studies are not experimental because the8 or animals.

researchers do not administer an exposure to study participants or change any other9

conditions experienced by participants. Rather, epidemiologists collect information10

about exposures and disease occurrence that happened before the study began or that

12 occur during the study, without changing any conditions. As a result, epidemiology is

often described as an “observational” science as compared with “experimental”

14 ' laboratory research.

15

16 How do you evaluate epidemiology studies to determine if a particular exposureQ.

17 may be associated with a particular disease?

Epidemiology studies are not conducted in the controlled environment of the laboratory.18 A.

19 Instead, they involve examination of information collected' about people, their health

20 conditions and potential exposures. Epidemiology studies therefore involve many “real-

21 world” factors that can be difficult to identify and measure with precision. As

22 epidemiology has developed as a science, the complex challenges of conducting research

using “real-world” data and deriving valid conclusions from statistical analyses has led23

7
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Epidemiology studies are different than laboratory experiments. For a laboratory

13



4

epidemiologists to develop specific criteria for the design, conduct, and interpretation of 1

2 epidemiology research.

In assessing a body of epidemiology research, an epidemiologist must first 3

evaluate individual studies to determine their strengths and weaknesses, and to assess 4

their validity. This includes evaluating the validity and accuracy of exposure assessment, 5

the determination of disease, the selection of the study populations, the manner in which 6

the study was conducted, and the appropriateness of the data analysis, conclusions, and 7

interpretations. A critical part of the evaluation of epidemiology studies is consideration 8

of the role of methodological limitations in research outcomes, including biases in9

selection, measurement, and confounding. After evaluating the individual studies, groups10

of similar studies must be evaluated as a whole. This involves an evaluation of several

factors to determine if the body of research has reported a valid, coherent relationship12

between an exposure and a disease. These factors include the strength of the supposed13

risk or association, the likelihood that the results were due to chance (i.e. statistical14

15 significance), whether increasing exposure increases disease risk (dose-response

16 relationship), and whether results make sense given what is known about the relevant

. 17 biology (biological plausibility).

18

19 Q. Arc there examples where epidemiologic studies have suggested an association

20 between an exposure and a disease, but there actually was not a causal relationship

21 between the exposure and the disease?

22 Yes. For example, a number of early epidemiology studies on the effects of estrogenA.

23 replacement therapy (“ERT”) for menopausal symptoms indicated that women who used

8
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ERT had a reduced risk of cardiovascular disease. As a result, for many years ERT was I

thought to have a beneficial, protective effect on women’s hearts. Subsequently, a large 2

controlled clinical trial showed that ERT did not protect women from heart disease;3

additionally, women who took ERT plus another hormone,. progestin, actually 4

experienced a higher risk of cardiovascular disease compared with those who took 5

placebo pills. The initial erroneous result, i.e. the “spurious” association between ERT 6

and the reduced risk of heart disease, is most likely because women who used ERT were • 7

healthier overall compared with the entire population.8

Another example is an association that was reported in some epidemiology9

studies between coffee drinking and increased risk of lung cancer. Further analysis10

determined that people who drank large amounts of coffee also smoked more cigarettes

than people who drank less coffee. Smoking, as the true cause of the increased risk of12

lung cancer, was a “confounder” for the reported association between coffee drinking and13

cancer, because smoking was associated with both the exposure, coffee drinking, and.the14

disease, lung cancer.15

Please describe the research on EMF and childhood leukemia.Q.17

This body of epidemiology research includes a number of studies of varying quality. The18 A.

early studies, from the late 1970’s and the 1980’s, have substantial limitations in study19

design, exposure assessment, and analysis (e.g. Wertheimer 1979; Fulton 1980;20

Tomenius 1986; Savitz 1988). These early studies relied on crude estimates of children’s21

exposure to EMF such as residential proximity to power lines and/or visual estimates of22

the numbers and thickness of power line wires near homes (called “wire codes”); some23

9
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studies also included spot measurements of magnetic fields. Some of these early studies 

reported positive associations for some estimates of EMF exposure but not others, and 2

other studies did not report such associations.3

Subsequent studies in the 1990’s improved upon study design (e.g. London 1991;4

Feychting 1993; Olsen 1993; Verkasalo 1993; Tynes 1997). Several of these studies were 5

conducted in Scandinavia, where population registries and records from power 6

companies were used to calculate estimates of past EMF exposures based on residential 7

distance from power lines. The results of these studies were also inconsistent and limited 8

by the small number of children in the higher exposure groups. Data from a more recent9

study (Maslanyj 2009) show that distance from power lines is a poor predictor of actual10

magnetic field levels in homes. This raises the prospect that the results based on distance11

12 from power lines as an element of magnetic field exposure assessment - which would

include most of these earlier EMF childhood leukemia studies - may not be reliable or13

14 even capable of interpretation.

15 A more recent generation of major studies conducted in the U.S., United

16 Kingdom, and Canada included larger groups of study subjects, improved epidemiologic

17 design, and more sophisticated measures of EMF exposure. These studies found no

18 consistently statistically significant increased risks in childhood leukemia associated with

measured fields (Linet 1997; McBride 1999; UKCCS 1999; Kleinerman 2000), estimates19

20 based on wire codes (Linet 1997; McBride 1999; Kleinerman 2000) or calculated

21 estimates of past exposures (UKCCS 2000). Taken as a whole, these epidemiology

22 studies do not provide a reliable scientific basis to conclude that exposure to magnetic

23 fields is associated with an increased risk of childhood leukemia. Data from subsequent

10
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studies (e.g. Draper 2005; Foliart 2006, 2007; Kabuto 2006; Mejia-Arangure 2007; Yang1

2 2008 Malagoli 2010; Kroll 2010; Sermage-Faure 2013; Bunch 2014; Pedersen 2014;

3 Pedersen 2015; Crespi 2016; Kheifets 2017; Amoon 2018) do not change that conclusion.

4

5 Q. Is there other research on EMF relevant to childhood leukemia?

6 There are several “pooled-analysis” studies (a type of “meta-analysis,”) thatYes.A.

selected and combined original data from previously conducted research published by7

8 2001 in order to create larger sets of data for statistical analysis (Ahlbom 2000;

9 Greenland 2000; Schiiz 2007). Based on the reanalysis of the combined data, each of the

pooled-analysis studies reported a weak association between childhood leukemia and10

magnetic fields. A subsequent pooled-analysis of six studies published since 2000 andII

one unpublished study did not find an association between EMF and childhood leukemia12

13 (Kheifets 2010). Another pooled analysis published this year included data from 11

14 studies and found no statistically significant association between childhood leukemia and

magnetic fields or residential distance from power lines (Amoon 2018).15

Pooled-analysis studies can be useful, but have methodological limitations. These16

include in particular the problem of combining data from studies of differing designs and17

time periods that used widely differing methods for many aspects of exposure18

19 assessment, data collection and analysis. The limitations and methodological challenges

in meta-analysis studies are well-known, and these limitations are particularly a concern20

for epidemiology research where the reported association is both weak and inconsistent,21

as it is for EMF and childhood leukemia (Linet 2003). An analysis by Elwood (2006) has22

9
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studies (e.g. Draper 2005; Foliart 2006, 2007; Kabuto 2006; Mejia-Arangure 2007; Yang

2008 Malagoli 2010; Kroll 2010; Sermage-Faure 2013; Bunch 2014; Pederson 2014;2

Pederson 2015; Crespi 2016; Kheifets 2017; Amoon 2018) do not change that3

conclusion.4

5

Is there other research on EMF Relevant to childhood leukenfia?6 Q-

There are several “pooled-inalysis” studies (a type of “meta-analysis,”) that7 Yes.A.

selected and combined original data! from previously. Conducted research published by8

2001 in order to create larger sets! of data for Statistical analysis (Ahlbom 2000;9

Greenland 2000; Schiiz 2007). Based ®n the reansuysis of the combined data, each of the10

pooled-analysis studies reported a weak association between childhood leukemia and

magnetic fields. A subsequent pooled-analysis of.six studies published since 2000 and12

tciaiion between EMF and childhood leukemia13 one unpublished study did not find an a:

(Kheifets 2010). Another pooled analysis published this year included data from 1114

studies and found no statistically significant Association between childhood leukemia and15

magnetic fields or residential distance from power lines (Amoon 2018).16

Pooled-analysis studi/s can be useful, but have methodological limitations. These17

include in particular the problem of combining aata from studies of differing designs and18

. time periods that_ us/d widely differing methods for many aspects of exposure19

assessment, data collpction and analysis. The limitations and methodological challenges20

21 in meta-analysis studies are well-known, and lhese\limitations are particularly a concern

for epidemiology research where the reported association is both weak and inconsistent,22

as it is for EMF and childhood leukemia (Linet 2003). An analysis by Elwood (2006) has23

11
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emphasized the important question of whether the data from multiple studies that used

widely different methods of EMF exposure assessment can be reliably combined.'2.

The authors of the pooled-analysis studies on EMF and childhood leukemia were3

clearly aware of these limitations and the need for caution in interpreting the results of4

their studies. The authors of one pooled-analysis noted that while there was a small5

positive association in the higher exposure group, “the explanation for the elevated risk is6

unknown, but selection bias may have accounted for some of the increase.”. (Ahlbom7

2000). Selection bias is a well-known methodological problem related to the inclusion of8

study subjects which can cause a false association to be reported. The authors of the9

second pooled-analysis stressed that “the inconclusiveness of our results seems10

inescapable.” (Greenland 2000).II

Another set of studies relevant to whether exposure to EMF may cause childhood12

. leukemia and other cancers is laboratory research on cancer causation by EMF in animals13

14 and cells. Credible sources such as the NCI and'the WHO have conducted detailed

15 reviews of this extensive body of laboratory research (which is not my specific area of

16 expertise) arid have found that the animal and other laboratory research do not provide

17. consistent or compelling results to indicate that exposure to EMF is involved in the

18 development of cancer or other illness.

19

Have there been epidemiology studies on EMF and cancer in adults?20 Q.

There have been many epidemiology studies of EMF and adult cancers, such as21 A.

22 leukemia, brain cancer and breast cancer. Many of these studies involve workers whose 

23 exposures to EMF in occupational settings were estimated based on their job titles 

12
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without estimates or direct measurements of individual exposures. A review and meta

2

increased risk related to increased exposure (i.e. no dose-response) and found that the 3

4

2008). Similar results were reported for 48 studies of occupational exposures to EMF 5

and adult brain cancer (Kheifets 2008). Results from recent well-executed studies of the 6

relationship between breast cancer and residential exposure to EMF do not provide 7

evidence of an increased risk related to EMF (Davis 2002; Schoenfeld 2003; London 8

2003). The research as a whole does not provide a reliable scientific basis to conclude9

that power frequency EMF cause or contribute to the development of cancer in adults.10

11

12 Q.

13 cancer?

. The NCI, which is one of the National Institutes of Health, has reported that “[njumerous14 A.

epidemiologic studies and comprehensive reviews of the scientific literature have15

evaluated possible associations between exposure to non-ionizing EMFs and risk of16

cancer in children” and that “[mjost of the research has focused on leukemia and brain17

tumors, the two most common cancers in children.” This research has included studies18

that “examined associations of these cancers with living near power lines, with magnetic19

fields in the home, and with exposure of parents to high levels of magnetic fields in the20

workplace.” Based on its review of this research, the NCI has concluded that “No21

consistent evidence for an association between any source of non-ionizing EMF and22

cancer has been found.” The NCI has also concluded that “EMFs in the non-ionizing part23

13
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What has the U.S. National Cancer Institute (NCI) concluded about EMF and

analysis of 56 occupational studies of adult leukemia and EMF found no pattern of 



of the electromagnetic spectrum cannot damage DNA or cells directly” and “[n]o

mechanism by which ELF-EMFs or radiofrequency radiation could cause cancer has2

been identified.” The NCI has also found that “[sjtudies of animals have not provided •3

any indications that exposure to ELF-EMFs is associated with cancer.”4

5

What has the WHO concluded about EMF and health?6 Q.

The WHO issued an extensive review of EMF in 2007. This review found that there is7 A.

“inadequate evidence” to conclude that EMF causes or contributes to almost all health8

conditions examined. The WHO Report noted there was “limited evidence” of an9

association from the childhood leukemia studies, and that a cause and effect relationship10

12

cancers and other adult health conditions such as cardiovascular and neurodegenerative13

diseases. On its website, WHO currently reports that: “Based on a recent in-depth review14

of the scientific literature, the WHO concluded that current evidence does not confirm the15

existence of any health consequences from exposure to low level electromagnetic fields.”16

17

Based on your education, training and experience as a medical doctor and a18 Q.

specialist in epidemiology and public health, have you formed an opinion about19

whether exposure to power frequency EMF causes cancer dr other adverse health20

effects?21

22 Yes, 1 have.A.

23

14
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What is that opinion?1 Q.

The epidemiology studies that have examined power frequency EMF and human health,2 A.

along with the laboratory studies on animals and cellular systems, do not provide a3

reliable scientific basis to conclude that exposure to EMF would cause or contribute to4

childhood leukemia, other childhood and adult cancers, or other chronic health problems.5

6

Q. Have you reviewed information about the EMF levels from the proposed7

Independence Energy Connection 230 kV transmission lines?8

Yes. I reviewed information on the calculated EMF levels for the proposed transmission9 A.

10 lines provided in the rebuttal testimony of Mr. Silva.

11

12 Q. Based on your education, training, and experience as a medical doctor and a

specialist in epidemiology.and public health, do you have an opinion about whether13

exposure to power frequency EMF from the Independence Energy Connection 23014

kV transmission lines would cause or contribute to adverse health effects in people15

16 along the proposed route of the line?

17 Yes, I have.A.

18

19 Q. What is that opinion?

20 Based on my education, training, and experience as a medical doctor, epidemiologist andA.

21 specialist in public health, and on my review of the scientific research in my areas of

expertise, there is no reliable scientific basis to conclude that exposure to power22

23 frequency EMF from the proposed Independence Energy Connection 230 kV

15
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transmission lines will cause or contribute to adverse health effects in people living or 

2 working along the proposed line route.

3

4 Q.

5 Yes, although 1 reserve the right to supplement my testimony.A.

16
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Please state your name and business address.Q.

My name is Dr. Nancy C. Lee. My business address is 336 12lh Street SE. Washington2 A.

DC 20003.3

4

Have you previously provided testimony in this proceeding?Q.5

Yes, my Rebuttal Testimony was submitted on behalf of Transource on November 27,6 A.

7 2018.

8

What is the purpose of your Rejoinder Testimony?9 Q.

My rejoinder testimony responds to the January 30, 2019 surrebuttal testimony of Ms.10 A.

Courtney Dettinger and Ms. Dolores Krick on behalf of Citizens to STOP Transource

York County (“Citizens”).12

13

In her surrebuttal testimony (p. 3), Ms. Dettinger claims that there is “desperate14 Q.

need of more research” on EMF and health. Do you agree with that statement?15

As a scientist and a medical doctor, I am generally supportive of scientific research, but 116 A.

do not agree that there is a “desperate need” for more research on power frequency EMF17

18 and health. As the World Health Organization (“WHO”) has pointed out, over the past

19 30 years there have been around 25,000 studies conducted on EMF. As a result, the WHO

has concluded that “[djespite the feeling of some people that more research needs to be20

done, scientific knowledge in this area is now more extensive than for most chemicals.”21

(WHO 2016) There is a large existing body of research that provides a sufficient basis22

23 for the scientific and medical community to reach conclusions about EMF and health.
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Based on my professional experience with the Centers for Disease Control and1

Prevention (CDC) and the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), we2

frequently reach public health conclusions based on much less extensive scientific3

research than is available on EMF.4

5

In her surrebuttal testimony (p. 3), Ms. Oettinger describes the research on EMF6 Q.

7

research on EMF?8

Ms. Dettinger appears to be taking the view that the research is “inconclusive” if it does9 A.

not disprove any possibility of health effects. Science however works to demonstrate the10

existence of causal relationships, not to “disprove” possibilities. Ms. Dettinger also11

appears to treat reports of “associations” in epidemiology studies as the equivalent of12

establishing health risks, which they arc not. As 1 explained in my Rebuttal Testimony,13

when an association is reported in an epidemiology study, this does not mean there is an14

actual cause and effect relationship. Because epidemiology is an observational science15

16

methodologies for assessing causality of reported associations. With regard to EMF. the17

results of the very large body of scientific research do not demonstrate a cause and effect18

relationship between exposure to EMF and any adverse health effects.19

20

2
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Ms. Oettinger’s surrcbuttal testimony (p. 4) mentions a 1997 report on EMF fromQ.

the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences (NRC/NAS). Is2

that the most recent report on EMF from the NRC/NAS?3

No. the NRC/NAS issued a subsequent report in 1999, as part of the U.S. National EMF4 A.

Research Program (EMF-RAPID): The 1999 NRC/NAS Report on EMF concluded that5

the research conducted under the national EMF research program did not support any6

finding that EMF caused or contributed to human disease, including that:7

• ’’All the attempted replications in the EMF-RAPID program have had negative or8

equivocal results. Because these replications were conducted in an environment of9

increased concern for field characterization and protocol development, their results10

11 are persuasive.” (NRC/NAS 1999)

• “The outcomes of the animal experiments completed under EMF-RAPID, like those12

conducted elsewhere, do not support the hypothesis that MF [magnetic field]13

exposure is involved in the carcinogenic process.” (NRC/NAS 1999)14

• “The EMF-RAPID biologic research contributed little evidence to support the15

hypothesis that a link exists between MF and cancer. The results of the in vitro16

studies do not support an MF effect on cancer initiation, promotion, or progression,17

and they should be recognized as important studies in the overall evaluation of18

19 potential carcinogenic effects of MFs.” (NRC/NAS 1999)

• “In view of the negative outcomes of EMF-RAPID replication studies, it now20

appears even less likely that MFs [magnetic fields] in the normal domestic or21

22 occupational environment produce important health effects, including cancer.”

23 (NRC/NAS 1999)

3
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• “The results of the EMF-RAPID program do not support the contention that the use

of electricity poses a major unrecognized public-health danger." (NRC/NAS 1999)2

3

Ms. Dettingcr’s surrebuttal testimony (p. 4) mentions a 1999 report on EMF from4 Q.

the National Institute of Environmental Health Services. Are you aware of such a5

6 report?

No. but I believe she meant to refer to the U.S. National Institute of Environmental7 A.

Health Sciences (NIEHS), which is one of the U.S. National Institutes of Health. The8

NIEHS issued a report on EME to the U.S. Congress in 1999, as part of the national EMF9

research program. The NIEHS noted that some of the epidemiology studies of childhood10

leukemia reported “weak” associations and that there was no support for those11

associations from the laboratory research. The NIEHS concluded overall that, “[t]he12

weak epidemiological associations and the lack of any laboratory support for these13

associations provide only marginal scientific support that exposure to this agent is14

causing any degree of harm.” (NIEHS 1999) NIEHS also concluded that it would not15

rank EMF as an exposure “reasonably anticipated” to be a cause of cancer.16

17

Ms. Dettingcr’s surrebuttal testimony (pp. 4-5) mentions a 2001 report on EMF18 Q.

19 from the UK National Radiological Protection Board (NRPB). Did the NRPB

20 conclude that EMF causes or contributes to childhood leukemia?

No, the 2001 NRPB report concluded that “[i]n the absence of clear evidence of a21 A.

carcinogenic effect in adults, or of a plausible explanation from experiments on animals 22

or isolated cells, the epidemiological evidence is currently not strong enough to justify a 23

4
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firm conclusion that such fields cause leukaemia in children.” (NRPB 2001) A 

subsequent report from the NRPB in 2004 reached the same conclusion. (NRPB 2004)2

3

In her surrebuttal testimony (p. 5), Ms. Oettinger refers to some statements from Q.4

organizations such as the U.S. National Cancer Institute (“NCI”) and the WHO. Oo5

these statements accurately reflect the conclusions these organizations have reached6

about EMF and health?7

To the extent that Ms. Oettinger’s Surrebuttal Testimony suggests that these 8 A.

organizations have concluded there are scientifically-established health effects from EMF9

exposure, she has misinterpreted or overlooked some of their key conclusions. For10

example, she says that the U.S. National Cancer Institute (NCI) ‘*make[s] mention that

EMFs could cause cancer indirectly through other mechanisms such as hormone12

alterations.” In fact, the NCI statement is that “[s]ome scientists have speculated that13

ELF-EMFs could cause cancer through other mechanisms, such as by reducing levels of14

(NCI 2019, emphasis added) More importantly, Ms.the hormone melatonin.”15

Dellinger’s Surrebuttal Teslimony fails to mention the NCI’s finding that there is no16

consistent scientific support for a cause and effect relationship between EMF and any17

form of cancer. The NCI has concluded that:18

• ‘’Studies have examined associations of these cancers with living near power lines,19

with magnetic fields in the home, and with exposure of parents to high levels of20

magnetic fields in the workplace.” (NCI 2019)21

• “No consistent evidence for an association between any source of non-ionizing EMF22

and cancer has been found.” (NCI 2019)23

5
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• "No mechanism by which ELF-EMFs or radiofrequency radiation could cause cancer

has been identified.” (NCI 2019) 2

• "Studies of animals have not provided any indications that exposure to ELF-EMFs is3

associated with cancer.” (NCI 2019)4

Similarly. Ms. Dettinger fails to mention key conclusions reached by the WHO that: 5

• There is only “limited evidence” of an association from the childhood leukemia6

studies, and that a cause and effect relationship has not been demonstrated. (WHO7

8 2007)

There is “inadequate evidence” for an association between EMF and all other9

childhood cancers, all adult cancers and other adult health conditions such as10

cardiovascular and neurodegencrative diseases. (WHO 2007)

• “Based on a recent in-depth review of the scientific literature, the WHO concluded12

that current evidence does not confirm the existence of any health consequences from13

exposure to low level electromagnetic fields.” (WHO 2016)14

• “Despite extensive research, to date there is no evidence to conclude that exposure to15

low level electromagnetic fields is harmful to human health.” (WHO 2016)16

17

On page 23 of her surrebuttal testimony, Ms. Krick says that you did not produce18 Q.

19 the studies addressed in your rebuttal testimony. Were copies of the scientific

20 studies cited in your rebuttal testimony produced in response to discover}' requests

21 in this case?

Yes, it is my understanding that Transource produced copies of the scientific studies cited22 A.

in my rebuttal testimony in response to Data Request OCA XXVI-02.23

6
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2 Q- Does this conclude your written rejoinder testimony?

Yes. although I reserve the right to supplement my testimony.A.

7
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Please state your name and business address.Q.

My name is H. Dwight Mercer. My address is 513 Crispin Place, Clarksville, GA 30523.2 A.

3

What is your occupation?Q.4

I am a Veterinarian and a comparative toxicologist. 1 was Dean of the College of5 A.

Veterinary Medicine at Mississippi State University from 1987 until April 1999, when 1 6

retired. My current academic title is Professor and Dean Emeritus, Mississippi State7

University.8

9

What is a comparative toxicologist?10 Q

Toxicology involves identifying whether a physical, chemical, or biological agent has11 A.

harmful effects on animals or humans, and, if so, at what exposure level. Any agent,12

13 such as a chemical, or a biological agent such as a bacteria, or a physical agent, such as

power frequency electric and/or magnetic fields (“EMF”), can be the subject of a14

toxicological assessment through animal research. A comparative toxicologist assesses15

whether and to what extent it is possible in any given instance to extrapolate the findings16

of animal studies to humans or to other animal species in order to make judgments about17

the health implications of exposures to agents. This is an essential process because so18

many questions concerning human health and safety require study in animals, and19

assessment of animal health issues often requires reference to translatable research20

21 conducted in other species.

22



Please summarize your educational background.Q.

I have a Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Georgia, a Master of Science2 A.

in Toxicology from the University of Florida, a Doctorate in Pharmacology from Ohio3

State University, and a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine from the University of Georgia.4

5

Please describe the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony.6 Q.

Some of the people who testified at the public input hearings said they had concerns7 A.

about possible effects of power frequency EMF on animal health (See, e.g., Tr. at pp.8

113,128, 245, 462, 482-83, 610, 626-27, 674-75, 689-90, 716, 799, 843, 876, 881, 1079,9

1085). I was asked to provide information about the scientific research on EMF and10

animal health, in particular dairy cattle, horses and other livestock. I was also asked to11

provide my professional opinion as a Veterinarian and a comparative toxicologist about12

13 whether exposure to EMF from the proposed 230 kV transmission lines would cause

adverse health effects in animals along the proposed project route.14

15

16 Arc you sponsoring any exhibits with your Rebuttal Testimony?Q.

17 No, I am not.A.

18

19 Q. Please summarize your professional experience.

20 In 1963, after I became a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine, I joined the U.S. Department ofA.

21 Agriculture, where I was a member of a team of scientists responsible for brucellosis

22 eradication in animals and prevention of undulant fever in humans. I subsequently

23 entered private practice as a veterinarian in Georgia. In 1966, 1 joined the U.S. Food and

2



Drug Administration (“FDA”), where 1 worked in the Bureau of Veterinary Medicine for1

11 years. In 1977, I became a Professor of Pharmacology and Toxicology at the College2

of Veterinary Medicine at Mississippi State University. I was named Associate Dean of3

the College in 1984, and in 1987, 1 became Dean of the College. 1 continue to hold the4

Mississippi Board of Higher Education’s approved title of Professor and Dean Emeritus5

of the Mississippi State College of Veterinary Medicine.6

7

8 Q. What were your responsibilities at the FDA?

At the FDA, 1 was Branch Chief of the Division of New Animal Drugs, where we9 A.

investigated the effectiveness and possible harmful effects of new drugs on animals. 110

also served for 10 14 years directing the Division of Veterinary Medicine Research for the11

12 Bureau of Veterinary Medicine. This division is the primary research arm of the FDA

13 and is responsible for the animal research that supports the other research units of the

FDA. 1 conducted and supervised comparative toxicology and pharmacology research14

that addressed whether particular foods, drugs and physical agents were unsafe for15

16 animals or humans. We evaluated the toxicological potential of many drugs and other

17 agents that were up for approval by FDA, including herbicides, pesticides, and

18 therapeutic agents.

19

20 Q. What are your current professional activities?

21 I am a veterinary consultant, and 1 advise several dairy farms on disease prevention andA.

treatment, Mastitis control, and production of quality milk. 1 also advise a number of 22

23 quail producers in Georgia and Alabama on the health, nutrition, and disease

3



prevention/treatment for the approximately 350,000 birds they raise each year. 1 am also

involved in a research project on quail reproduction with several wildlife biologists. 12

periodically am asked to consult on toxicological problems involving pets or agricultural3

animals with the University of Georgia Diagnostic Laboratories. For example, I have4

served on an expert mediation panel in two national cases involving toxins in pet food.5

One outbreak involved the excessive addition of an antioxidant commonly added to6

The other involved the accidental addition of aflatoxincommercial pet food.7

1 currently serve on thecontaminated grain to a commercial pet food formula.8

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (“IACUC”) for Truett-McConnell college9

in Georgia. I am the laboratory animal veterinarian for the college and I am responsible10

for review and approval of all research protocols involving laboratory animals of any

species. I also own and operate a farm in South Georgia, where I direct the management12

and veterinary support for the two herds of cattle that graze on the farm.13

14

In the course of your professional career as a veterinarian, what types of animals15 Q.

16 have you treated or managed?

As a veterinarian, 1 have treated or managed many different species of animals, including17 A.

many breeds of cows (beef and dairy), different breeds of horses (thoroughbreds, quarter18

19 horses, arabians, standardbreds, paints, appaloosa), mules, donkeys, goats, sheep and

20 other small ruminants, hogs, dogs, cats, chickens, quail, pheasants, alligators, and

21 commercial catfish. I have extensive experience with laboratory animals such as rats,

mice, hamsters, rabbits, and voles. I have also treated exotic animals, including several22

species of deer, parrots and pet birds, as well as a few pythons and boa constrictors.23

4



Are you a member of any professional organizations?Q.

I am an honor member of the American Veterinary Medical Association, as well as a2 A.

member of the Georgia Veterinary Medical Association. 1 am a fellow or honorary3

fellow of a number of professional organizations, including the American College of4

Veterinary Toxicology, the American College of Veterinary Pharmacology and5

Therapeutics, and the American Academy of Comparative and Veterinary Toxicology. I6

am also a Diplomate of the American Board of Veterinary Toxicology.7

8

What is a Diplomate of the American Board of Veterinary Toxicology?9 Q-

The American Board of Veterinary Toxicology is the board that certifies individuals10 A.

specializing in veterinary toxicology. Individuals who are certified by this Board are

given the title of Diplomate. At present, there are only approximately 100 Diplomates of12

the American Board of Veterinary Toxicology.13

14

Are you a board-certified veterinary toxicologist?15 Q.

16 Yes.A.

17

Have you received any special recognition for your work as a veterinary18 Q.

19 toxicologist?

In 1974, i became the first veterinarian to receive the FDA Award of Merit. This was20 A.

21 awarded for my research on the problems associated with the development of drug

resistance due to antibiotic treatment in food producing animals. Part of that work22

involved a study of the transfer of antibiotic resistance between animal populations and23

5



humans in typical farm settings,. At Mississippi State University, I was awarded theI

President’s Pegasus Award for my work developing the College of Veterinary Medicine.2

In 1996, the veterinary practitioners in Mississippi named me the state’s Veterinarian of 3

the Year. In 1998, 1 received an Award of Merit from the Delta Council of Mississippi 4

for developing several new drugs for treating catfish. In 1999 and 2000, 1 received5

Distinguished Alumni awards from both The Ohio State University and The University of6

Georgia for my contributions to the profession of Veterinary Medicine.7

8

9 Has any of your scientific research been published?Q.

10 Yes, I have published over 95 scientific articles and several chapters in textbooks. MyA.

11 published articles have examined the toxicological and pharmacological properties of

12 various agents in a variety of animal species, including the dairy cow.

13

14 Q. Have you published any scientific articles on power frequency electric and/or EMF?

IS Yes, in 1985 I published a review article on the clinical veterinary aspects of exposure toA.

16 power frequency electric fields.

17

18 Q. Have you served on the editorial boards of any scientific journals?

19 Yes, J have served on the editorial boards of several journals, including the Journal ofA.

20 Comparative Pathology and Toxicology, the Journal of Food Safety, The Veterinary and

21 Human Toxicology Journal, the American Journal of Veterinary Research, and JAVMA,

22 which is the journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association.

23

6



What docs an editorial board member do?Q

Editorial board members evaluate the quality of the science in articles being considered 2 A.

for publication. They and other independent reviewers (peer reviewers) may evaluate 3

many factors, including the study design, the description of the research in the paper, the 4

quality of the data analysis and the overall interpretation of the results. If the editorial 5

board and peer-reviewers are not satisfied as to any of these factors, they may 6

recommend that the paper be sent back to the authors for clarification and revisions. One 7

of the main responsibilities is to determine whether the investigating scientist has 8

properly interpreted the experimental data and whether the data support the investigator’s9

conclusions. This quality control process has for many years been widely accepted by10

high quality scientific journals as a fundamental requirement for the evaluation and

12 publication of scientific research.

13

14 Have you reviewed articles for other scientific journals?Q.

15 Yes, I have reviewed articles for the Journal of Toxicology, the Journal of InfectiousA.

16 Diseases, the Journal of Public Health, and several others.

17

18 Q. What is the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony?

19 I was asked to provide information about the scientific research on EMF and animalA.

20 health, in particular dairy cattle, horses and other livestock. I was also asked to provide

21 my professional opinion as a Veterinarian and a comparative toxicologist about whether

22 exposure to EMF from the proposed 230 kV transmission lines would cause adverse

23 health effects in animals along the proposed project route.

7



Did you review any materials about the proposed 230 kV transmission lines?Q.

Yes, I reviewed some background materials about the project and its proposed location,2 A.

as well as information about EMF and audible noise levels presented in the rebuttal3

testimony of Mr. J. Michael Silva.4

5

What types of studies have you reviewed on EMF and animal health?6 Q.

1 first began evaluating the research on EMF in the late 1970’s and 1 have continued to7 A.

review and assess the research since then. The body of research on EMF is very large8

and hundreds of studies have been conducted over the past 35 years. For my testimony in9

this case, 1 have focused on two types of whole animal studies related to EMF: laboratory10

studies and field studies. In the whole animal laboratory studies, the animals are placed11

in a controlled environment, are exposed to various levels of EMF and typically then are12

compared to unexposed animals. In the field studies, the animals arc studied in a “real13

world” environment, such as being kept under or near existing electric transmission lines.14

15

Please briefly describe the whole animal laboratory research you reviewed on EMF.16 Q.

One area of interest to me as a Veterinarian is animal reproduction, growth, and17 A.

development. There have been a number of laboratory studies on EMF and animal18

reproduction, growth, and/or development using a variety of test animals. In some of19

these studies, both parents and successive generations of descendants were continuously20

exposed to power frequency fields. For example, Seto (1984) conducted a study in which21

four generations of laboratory animals were exposed to 60 Hz electric fields for 21 hours22

23

8

a day throughout their lives. The animals were examined for effects on fertility,



embryonic development, birth outcome, or growth. The long-term exposures to EMF did 

not cause any adverse effects on these parameters. In another series of mulligenerational 2

3

exposed for 20 hours a day throughout mating, gestation, and birth. When the exposed 4

animals were compared to the unexposed control groups, no significant effects were 5

found on mating behavior, fertility, fetal weight, fetal development, litter size, birth 6

outcome, or survival. Similarly, Rommereim (1987, 1989) conducted a mulligenerational 7

study that investigated whether chronic exposure of laboratory animals to 60 Hz electric 8

fields would produce adverse effects on reproductions, growth, or development. No fetal9

malformations or other birth outcome effects were observed as a result of the filed 10

exposure, and there were no adverse effects on reproductive behavior, mortality, body

12 weight, or other reproductive indicators. Ryan (1999), found “no biologically significant

effects on reproductive performance” in three generations of laboratory animals exposed13

to 60 Hz magnetic fields for 18.5 hours a day during maturation and breeding. This type14

of multi-generational study is valuable because it allows scientists to observe any carry-15

over effects (e.g. subtle genetic effects) as well as to examine performance indicators16

17 such as growth, weight gains, and efficiency in a continuing fashion from one generation

to the next. While a few studies have reported small and inconsistent effects, many other18

19 studies have found no consistent adverse effects in animals exposed to EMF (e.g. Ryan

20 1996, 1999, 2000; Negishi 2002; Ohnishi 2002; Chung 2003, 2004; Lai 2016). Taken as

21 a group, these studies provide no reliable scientific basis to conclude that exposures to

22 EMF cause adverse effects on animal reproduction, growth or development.

23

9

studies involving power frequency electric fields (Sikov 1984), laboratory animals were 



Have there been any laboratory studies on EMF and livestock?Q.

Yes. There have been a number of laboratory studies of power frequency EMF and dairy2 A.

cattle conducted at McGill University in Canada. These studies have looked at a variety3

of physiochemical parameters as well as the overall growth and performance. While4

some of the studies reported a few small biochemical variations, taken as a whole, these5

controlled laboratory studies.show no consistent effects from EMF on parameters such as6

milk production, growth, and reproductive performance (e.g. Burchard 1996, 1998, 1999,7

2003, 2004, 2006, 2007; Rodriguez 2002, 2003, 2004). Similarly, a recent study by8

Kolbabova (2015) found no consistent effects on secretion levels of the hormone9

melatonin in young cattle exposed to power frequency EMF.10

11

Please describe the field studies involving animals under transmission lines.12 Q.

A number of field studies have examined potential effects in animals kept under13 A.

operating electric transmission lines. A two-year study by Amstutz and Miller (1980),14

which examined a wide variety of farm animals (including Chaurolais, Guernsey,15

16 Hereford, Holstein and Red Poll cattle, Tennessee Walking Horses, Montadale, Chevoit

17 and Suffolk sheep, and mixed-breed hogs) whose bams and grazing areas were

continually exposed to EMF from a 765 kV power line in Indiana. This study evaluated18

feed conversion, weight gain, rate of weight gain, and carcass quality. Milk production,19

which is a very sensitive indicator of well-being, was also measured in dairy cows. The20

animals were evaluated for the entire grow-out period and were compared to animals of21

the same genetic stock that were not exposed to the 765 kV line. The Amstutz and Miller22

10



study found no adverse effects on grow-out rales, feed conversion, milk production, or 

other performance characteristics for the animals living under the 765 kV line.2

Similarly, a study by Mahmoud and Zimmerman (1982) at Iowa State University 3

examined swine kept under a 345 kV line throughout their reproductive cycle. The 4

researchers evaluated numerous reproductive parameters. They did not find any fetal 5

effects in any of the offspring, and they did not find any effects on reproduction, growth, 6

or development. Algers and Hullgren (1987) examined the reproductive performance of 7

cows kept under a 400 kV line in Sweden. Evaluations of exposed and unexposed cows 8

and their fetuses revealed no differences between the two groups of animals. A similar9

field study by Algers and Hcnnichs (1985) found no effects on milk production rates in10

dairy cattle exposed to EMF from a 400 kV transmission line.11

12

Some testimony at the public input hearings (see, e.g.t Tr., pp. 113, 462, 610, 626-27)13 Q.

expressed concerns that the proposed transmission lines could harm horses under14

the lines. Have you reviewed any research relevant to this issue?15

Yes, I have. As discussed above, the field studies involving animals kept under operating16 A.

transmission lines did not find any adverse effects from EMF. The animals examined in17

the Amstutz and Miller (1980) study included a herd of Tennessee Walking Horses.18

These horses were pastured under an operating, fully energized 765 kV transmission line.19

Over the course of the 2-year study, the reproductive health and general well-being of the20

horses was reported as normal, including the birth of one foal. The researchers concluded21

that no animal health issues could be attributed to the proximity of the 765 kV line.22

23
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Docs the scientific research show that power frequency EMF cause adverse effects1 Q.

on reproduction and development in animals, including horses and other livestock?2

No, as discussed above, the results from the studies of animals in the laboratory and the3 A.

studies of animals pastured under transmission lines - including horses - do not show4

adverse effects from power frequency EMF on reproduction and development in these5

animals, including livestock exposed to much higher levels of EMF than from the6

proposed transmission line project.7

8

Did you review the information in Mr. Silva’s rebuttal testimony about sound levels9 Q.

from the proposed transmission lines?10

Yes, I did.11 A.

12

13 Q. Based on the information about sound levels in Mr. Silva’s rebuttal testimony, do

14 you have an opinion about whether audible noise from the proposed transmission

lines will present a hazard to the well-being of horses or livestock in the vicinity of

16 the line?

17 Yes, I do. Mr. Silva’s calculations show maximum sound levels of around 12 decibels inA.

fair weather and 37 decibels in rain. He reports that these levels are below those found in18

19 libraries, typical suburbs at night or of light wind and light rain. Based on my

20 experience as a veterinarian who has treated and owned many horses, this level of sound

does not present a risk of adverse effects on the well-being of horses, including21

22 broodmares, or other livestock.

23
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Is there sufficient scientific research available for you to reach a professionalQ-

opinion about power frequency EMF and animal health?2

Yes, there is a large body of research on which to base an opinion.3 A.

4

What is your opinion?5 Q.

Based on my training and experience as a Veterinarian and a comparative toxicologist, 6 A.

and on my review of the research in my areas of expertise, it is my opinion that the 7

scientific research on power frequency EMF and animals does not provide a reliable 8

scientific basis to conclude that exposure to power frequency EMF causes or contributes9

to adverse health effects in animals, including reproduction, grown and development.10

11

Arc you familiar with the EMF levels for the proposed 230 kV transmission lines in12 Q.

the Independence Energy Connection project?13

I have reviewed the information about the calculated EMF levels shown in Mr. Silva’s14 A.

15 rebuttal testimony.

16

17 Q. Have you formed a profession opinion about whether EMF from the proposed 230

18 kV transmission lines in the Independence Energy Connection project will cause

adverse effects in animals along the line route?19

20 Yes, 1 have.A.

21

22 Q What is your opinion?

13



Based on my training and experience as a Veterinarian and a comparative toxicologist,A.

and on my review of the scientific research in my areas of expertise, it is my opinion that2

there is no reliable scientific basis to conclude that power frequency EMF from the3

proposed 230 kV transmission lines in the Independence Energy Connection project will•4

.1;

cause or contribute to adverse health effects in animals living along the proposed line5

6 routes.

7

Does this conclude your written rebuttal testimony?8 Q.

Yes, although i reserve the right to supplement my Rebuttal Testimony.9
■

4.

14
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Please state your name and business address.Q.

My name is I I. Dwight Mercer. My address is 513 Crispin Place, Clarksville, GA 30523.2 A.

3

Have you previously provided testimony in this proceeding?4 Q.

Yes, I submitted rebuttal testimony on behalf of Transource on November 27, 2018.5 A.

6

What is the purpose of your rejoinder testimony?7 Q

My rejoinder testimony responds to the surrebutlal testimony of Ms. Dolores Krick on8 A.

behalf of Citizens to STOP Transource York County (“Citizens”).9

10

Q. On page 23 of her surrebuttal testimony, Ms. Krick states that “Dr. Mercer referred11

12 to Held studies involving animals, including horses that were kept under operating

13 transmission lines, which found no adverse effects from EMF.” Was your review of

14 the scientific research limited to “field” studies?

15 No. I reviewed field studies, laboratory studies and controlled research studies ofA.

16 animals, as described and cited in my rebuttal testimony.

17

18 Q. Ms. Krick says that “Dr. Mercer did not identify or provide the studies that he

19 examined.” Citizens St. No. 1, p. 23. Were copies of the scientific studies cited in 

20 your rebuttal testimony produced in response to discovery requests in this case?

Yes, it is my understanding that Transource produced copies of the scientific studies cited21 A.

22 in my rebuttal testimony in response to Data Request OCA XXV1-02.

23
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Ms. Krick discusses cases involving claims of animals injured by “stray voltage.”Q.

Citizens St. No. I, p. 23. Does your rebuttal testimony address stray voltage?2

No. it docs not. I am not an electrical engineer, but the rebuttal testimony submitted by3 A.

Mr. Michael Silva, who is an electrical engineer, explains that “[c]ommonly accepted 4

sources of stray voltage on a farm include a variety of internal electrical wiring problems, 5

as well as non-farm related problems (such as high resistance wires and connections 6

7 between a farm and the local low voltage electric distribution system)” and “stray voltage

is not a feature of the operation of a transmission line.”8

9

10 Q. Ms. Krick criticizes your Rebuttal Testimony for not providing “research or data

11 from everyday life” about horses and electric lines. Citizens St. No. I, p. 24. Do you

12 have any personal experience with horses and transmission lines?

13 Yes. 1 learned to ride a horse when I was seven years old and since then have riddenA.

horses throughout my life. The first horse I owned was a quarter horse, which I got by14

15 trading my Schwinn bike. As a teenager, I worked after school training horses, and my

friends and I would frequently take overnight camping trips on horseback. Throughout16

17 my career as a veterinarian, I worked with and cared for horses. 1 own a farm in south

18 Georgia, which is adjacent to a 500 kV transmission line. 1 have ridden horses on the

19 right-of-way under the line on many occasions. In all of my experience as a horseman

20 and veterinarian, I have never seen a horse show any adverse reaction to the presence of

21 or noise from a transmission line.

22
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In her surrcbuttal testimony, Ms. Krick refers to an article from the British HorseQ.

Society. Citizens St. No. 1, p. 25; Ex. No. 4. Is this a study published in a scientific2

3 journal?

The 2-page article does not show any information to suggest it was published in a4 A.

5 scientific journal.

6

Q. Docs the British Horse Society article mention noise from electric power7

8 transmission lines?

9 No. the article talks about noises from a variety of sources, but does not mention noiseA.

10 from transmission lines or any other kind of power line.

11

I

Q.12 Docs this conclude your written rejoinder testimony?

13 Yes. although I reserve the right to supplement my rejoinder testimony.A.

3
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